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Abstract
The relatively new field of infinitary computability strives to characterize the
capabilities and limitations of infinite-time computation; that is, computations of
potentially transfinite length. Throughout our work, we focus on the prototypical
model of infinitary computation: Hamkins and Lewis’ infinite-time Turing machine (ITTM), which generalizes the classical Turing machine model in a natural
way.
This dissertation adopts a novel approach to this study: whereas most of the
literature, starting with Hamkins and Lewis’ debut of the ITTM model, pursues
set-theoretic questions using a set-theoretic approach, we employ arguments that
are truly computational in character. Indeed, we fully utilize analogues of classical
results from finitary computability, such as the sm
n Theorem and existence of
universal machines, and for the most part, judiciously restrict our attention to the
classical setting of computations over the natural numbers.
In Chapter 2 of this dissertation, we state, and derive, as necessary, the aforementioned analogues of the classical results, as well as some useful constructs
for ITTM programming. With this due paid, the subsequent work in Chapters 3
and 4 requires little in the way of programming, and that programming which is
required in Chapter 5 is dramatically streamlined. In Chapter 3, we formulate two
analogues of one of Radó’s busy beaver functions from classical computability,
and show, in analogy with Radó’s results, that they grow faster than a wide class of
infinite-time computable functions. Chapter 4 is tasked with developing a system
of ordinal notations via a natural approach involving infinite-time computation,

1

as well as an associated fast-growing hierarchy of functions over the natural numbers. We then demonstrate that the busy beaver functions from Chapter 3 grow
faster than the functions which appear in a significant portion of this hierarchy.
Finally, we debut, in Chapter 5, two enhancements of the ITTM model which
can self-modify certain aspects of their underlying software and hardware midcomputation, and show the somewhat surprising fact that, under some reasonable
assumptions, these new models of infinitary computation compute precisely the
same functions as the original ITTM model.

2

Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1
1.1.1

Notation And Preliminaries
Product Spaces

Definition 1.1.1. 2N shall denote Cantor space (i.e., the set of countably long
binary sequences with index N).
The elements of Cantor space will often be called real numbers, or simply
reals.

♦

Definition 1.1.2. A product space X is a finite Cartesian product of the form
X = X1 × X2 × · · · × Xk , where each Xi is either N or 2N .
In the event that each Xi = N, we say that X is a type 0 product space. Otherwise, X is said to be a type 1 product space.
A pointclass Λ is a collection of sets such that each P ∈ Λ is a subset of some
product space X (potentially depending on P).

♦

Remark. We typically denote an arbitrary product space by calligraphic letters,
such as X, Y, or Z.

4

Definition 1.1.3. We define the products of product spaces by setting
X × Y = X1 × · · · × Xk × Y1 × · · · × Yl
3

whenever X = X1 × · · · × Xk and Y = Y1 × · · · × Yl .
We similarly define the pairing of product space points by setting
(x, y) = (x1 , . . . , xk , y1 , . . . , yl )
whenever x = (x1 , . . . , xk ) and y = (y1 , . . . , yl ).

1.1.2

♦

Coding Relations on N

For the remainder of this dissertation, we fix a Gödel coding for N × N.
Definition 1.1.4. For every x ∈ 2N , let ≺x denote the relation coded by x =
(x0 , x1 , x2 , . . .). That is, m ≺x n if and only if xi = 1, where i is the Gödel code for
♦

(m, n).

Definition 1.1.5. For every x ∈ 2N and n ∈ N, let rest (x, n) denote the real
coding of ≺x n (i.e., the real which codes the restriction of ≺x to the set of all
≺x -predecessors of n).

1.1.3

♦

Operations on Partial Functions

As is typical for all branches of computability, partial functions will serve as one
of our primary objects of study.
Definition 1.1.6. A partial function f : X → Y is a function with domain a subset
of X and codomain Y.
In the event that dom (f) = X, we call f a total function.

♦

When comparing partial functions, it is important to consider not just where
they agree, but also where they are mutually undefined.
Definition 1.1.7. Let f : X → Y and g : X → Y be partial functions. Then we
write f(x) ' g(x) if for every x ∈ X, either (1) f(x) and g(x) are both defined and
f(x) = g(x) or (2) f(x) and g(x) are both undefined.

4

♦

Definition 1.1.8. Let f : N → N and g : N → N be total functions. We say that
f eventually dominates g, or that f(n) >∗ g(n), if f(n) > g(n) for n sufficiently
large.

♦

We now state the three partial recursive operations from finite-time computability. We will see in Chapter 2 that they will be among our most useful high-level
tools.
Definition 1.1.9. Let n ∈ N, and let g : Yn → Z and h1 : X → Y, h2 : X → Y, . . .,
hn : X → Y be partial functions.
Then the partial function f : X → Z given by f(x) ' g (h1 (x), h2 (x), . . . , hn (x))
is said to be obtained by substitution from g, h1 , h2 , . . ., hn .

♦

Definition 1.1.10. Let g : X → X and h : N × X × X → X be partial functions.
Then the partial function f : N × X → X defined by
f(0, x) ' g(x)
f(n + 1, x) ' h (n, f(n, x), x)
is said to be obtained by primitive recursion from g and h.

♦

Definition 1.1.11. Let g : N × X → Y be a partial function.
Then the partial function f : X → N given by
f(x) := µn (g(n, x) = 0)


n
if g(n, x) = 0 and g(m, x) is defined and



=
nonzero for all m < n



undefined if there is no such n
is said to be obtained by unbounded minimization from g.

♦

Remark. Some authors refer to the µ operator as being an “unbounded search
operator,” and for good reason. Indeed, [Rog67] uses the following ChurchTuring Thesis argument to show that f is finite-time computable provided that g
is: systematically compute g(0, x), g(1, x), g(2, x), . . . until and unless a witness
n ∈ N is found such that g(n, x) = 0.

4
5

Definition 1.1.12. The class of primitive recursive functions arises by closing the 0
function, successor function, and projection functions Un
i (k1 , . . . , ki , . . . , kn ) := ki
under substitution and primitive recursion.

1.1.4

♦

Infinite-Time Turing Machines

Definition 1.1.13. A standard infinite-time Turing machine with n tapes (or ntape ITTM) M possesses the following hardware (see Figure 1.1 on page 7 for an
illustration):
1. n (one-sidedly infinite) tapes with cells indexed by N, each of which can
store the values “0” or “1.” Two of these tapes (potentially equal to each
other) are predesignated for input and output.
2. A one-cell-wide head for reading and writing, which is superimposed over
the same cell of each tape simultaneously.
3. A finite number of states S1 , S2 , . . ., Sk , as well as the two special states
HALT and LIMIT .
If an ITTM is not explicitly specified as “n-tape,” it is to be assumed that
n = 3. The typical names given to the tapes in this case are INPUT , OUT PUT , and
SCRAT CH.
Before execution, M is loaded with a program consisting of finitely many
instructions, each of which has a prefix and suffix.
• The prefixes are of the form S a0 a1 · · · an−1 , where S is a state of M. (Taken
to read “If we are in state S and we are reading the bits a0 , a1 , . . . , an−1 on
the tapes...”)
• The suffixes are of the form a0 a1 · · · an−1 L S or a0 a1 · · · an−1 R S, where S
is a non-limit state of M. (Taken to read “... write the bits a0 , a1 , . . . , an−1
to the tapes, move the head to the left [respectively, right], and transition to
state S.”)
6

(It is assumed that M’s program has exactly one instruction for each possible
prefix.)
Upon execution, M acts as a finite-time Turing machine does during successor
steps of computation:
1. M consults its program to find the unique instruction with the relevant
prefix.
2. M then does as the corresponding suffix dictates. More specifically,
(a) M writes the bits indicated by the suffix.
(b) M moves its tape head in the specified direction.
(c) M either transitions to the state S from the suffix (if S 6= HALT ) or halts
(if S = HALT ).
During limit steps of computation, M does the following:
1. All cells assume the lim sup of their preceding values.
2. The tape head moves to the left-hand side of the tapes.
3. The state is changed to the LIMIT state.
♦
Remark. The contents of any tape at any stage of computation are naturally viewed
4

as an element of Cantor space.
INPUT
OUTPUT
SCRATCH

1
1
1

0
1
0

0
1
1

1
0
0

1
1
0

0
0
0

1
0
1

···
···
···

Figure 1.1: A 3-tape ITTM. Here, the tape head is superimposed over cell array 1.

There are two natural ways to define infinite-time computable functions, both
of which stem from two different types of output convention.
7

Definition 1.1.14. We say that an n-tape ITTM M halts on input x ∈ 2N if the
computation of M with initial input x ∈ 2N ultimately halts.
Similarly, an n-tape ITTM M stabilizes on input x ∈ 2N if the computation of
M with initial input x ∈ 2N either (1) ultimately halts or (2) starting at some state
of computation α, the contents of the output tape never change.

♦

Definition 1.1.15. A partial function f : 2N → 2N is infinite-time computable if
there exists a 3-tape ITTM program M which halts on input x ∈ 2N if and only if
f(x) is defined, and in this case, f(x) lies on the output tape upon the halting of M.
Similarly, a partial function f : 2N → 2N is infinite-time eventually computable
if there exists a 3-tape ITTM program M which stabilizes on input x ∈ 2N if and
only if f(x) is defined, and in this case, the output tape of M stabilizes to f(x).

♦

By using any number of I/O conventions, such as interleaving multiple arguments, we can also consider the infinite-time computable (respectively, eventually
computable) functions from X to Y, where X and Y are arbitrary product spaces.
The only I/O convention that we explicitly dictate is that the infinite-time
computable and eventually computable functions with codomain N are to use
unary output; this will be an important stipulation for Chapter 3. More concretely,
if f : X → N is an infinite-time computable (respectively, eventually computable)
function, we have that f(x) = n if and only if on input x ∈ X, the machine halts
(respectively, stabilizes) with the output tape configuration being an initial string
of n 1s followed by all 0s.
Definition 1.1.16. Let A be a subset of N or Cantor space.
Then A is infinite-time decidable (respectively, infinite-time eventually decidable) if its characteristic function is infinite-time computable (respectively,
eventually computable).
Similarly, A is infinite-time semi-decidable (respectively, infinite-time eventually semi-decidable) if the function g with domain A and constant value 1 is
infinite-time computable (respectively, eventually computable); this g is usually
referred to as the partial characteristic function of A.
8

♦

Remark. In the sequel and in the literature, partially decidable and semi-decidable
4

are used interchangeably.

For the remainder of this dissertation, we fix a Gödel numbering of 3-tape
ITTM programs.
Definition 1.1.17. Let ϕp (respectively, ϕep ) denote the partial function from 2N
to 2N which is infinite-time computed (respectively, eventually computed) by the
3-tape ITTM with program code p.
(X,Y)

Definition 1.1.18. Let ϕp

♦
e,(X,Y)

(respectively, ϕp

) denote the partial function

from X to Y which is infinite-time computed (respectively, eventually computed)
by the 3-tape ITTM with program code p.

♦

In Chapter 4, we will employ both finite-time and infinite-time computable
functions, so let us also introduce special notation for the finite-time computable
functions:
Definition 1.1.19. Let ft-ϕp denote the pth finite-time computable function.

♦

We can now state analogues of some of the central theorems of finite-time
computability; they will be extremely helpful for our purposes in particular.
Theorem 1.1.20 (sm
n Theorem for ITTMs; Hamkins and Lewis [HL00]). Let X be a
type 0 product space.

#» ∈ X,
Then there exists a primitive recursive s : N × X → N such that for every n

y ∈ Y, and p ∈ N,
#» y) ' ϕ(Y,Z)#» (y) and ϕe,(X×Y,Z) ( n,
#» y) ' ϕe,(Y,Z)
ϕ(X×Y,Z)
( n,
#» (y).
p
p
s(p, n)
s(p, n)
Theorem 1.1.21 (Universal Machines for ITTMs; Hamkins and Lewis [HL00]). Let
X, Y be product spaces. Then the maps ϕU,(X,Y) : N×X → Y and ϕU,e,(X,Y) : N×X → Y
which are respectively given by
ϕU,(X,Y) (n, x) ' ϕ(X,Y)
(x) and ϕU,e,(X,Y) (n, x) ' ϕe,(X,Y)
(x)
n
n
are infinite-time computable and eventually computable, respectively.
9

Theorem 1.1.22 (Second Recursion Theorem for ITTMs; Hamkins and Lewis
[HL00]). Let f : N → N be total infinite-time computable (respectively, eventually
computable). Then there exists an index p ∈ N such that for every pair of product spaces
(X,Y)

(X,Y)

X, Y, we have that ϕf(p) = ϕp

1.1.5

e,(X,Y)

(respectively, ϕf(p)

e,(X,Y)

= ϕp

).

Writable, Eventually Writable, and Accidentally Writable
Reals

be the Church-Kleene ordinal; i.e., the supremum
Definition 1.1.23. Let ωCK
1
of the recursive ordinals (those countable ordinals which are lengths of some
well-ordering of N whose graph is finite-time decidable).

♦

Definition 1.1.24. An ITTM tape is considered blank if it is completely filled with
♦

0s.

Definition 1.1.25. A real x ∈ 2N is writable (respectively, eventually writable)
if there exists an ITTM, which, starting from blank input, ultimately halts on
(respectively, stabilizes to) output x.
Similarly, a real x ∈ 2N is accidentally writable if there exists an ITTM, which,
starting from blank input, has x on its output tape at some point in the computation.
An ordinal α is said to be writable, eventually writable, or accidentally
writable if it has a real code x which is writable, eventually writable, or accidentally writable, respectively.

♦

Definition 1.1.26. Let λ, ζ, and Σ denote the supremum of the writable, eventually
writable, and accidentally writable ordinals, respectively.

1.1.6

♦

Relativized Infinite-Time Computation

Infinite-time Turing machines admit two natural notions of oracles: single real
numbers z ∈ 2N (or equivalently, subsets of N) and subsets of real A ⊆ 2N .

10

The former are handled in the same fashion as in the finite-time setting: one
appends a (read-only) ORACLE tape preloaded with z to the ITTM, and during
successor steps, the ITTM also reads a bit from the ORACLE to assess which
instruction to execute.
As for the latter, we append a blank ORACLE tape to the ITTM. During every
successor step, the oracle indicates if the current real on the ORACLE tape is an
element of A, and the tape head also reads a bit from the ORACLE tape; the ITTM
then acts accordingly. Moreover, in the course of executing a successor step, the
ITTM will also write a bit to the ORACLE tape.
Definition 1.1.27. Let A and B both be subsets of either N or Cantor space.
1. We say that A is infinite-time reducible to B and write A 6∞ B if the
characteristic function of A is B-computable. If we also know that B 66∞ A,
then we can in fact say that A <∞ B.
2. We further say that A and B have the same infinite-time degree and write
A ≡∞ B if A 6∞ B and B 6∞ A.
♦
Definition 1.1.28. Let z ∈ 2N . Then we denote the weak jump for z by
zO = {p ∈ N the ITTM program with index p and oracle z halts on blank input}.
♦

1.2

Context and Motivation

Starting with the very introduction of the infinite-time Turing machine model in
[HL00], most papers in infinitary computability have strongly emphasized set
theoretic techniques and concerns. In [Wel00a], for instance, Welch showed that
the infinite-time decidable subsets of N (i.e., reals) are precisely the reals at the
level Lλ of the constructible hierarchy. In proving this result, Welch had to employ
11

not just facts about the constructible universe, but also highly technical results
from admissibility theory.
In contrast, our results are directly inspired by natural problems and concepts
from finitary computability, and in the spirit of the classical theory, our proofs are
truly computational in character. Indeed, throughout this entire work, we take
full advantage of the infinite-time Turing machine analogues for the sm
n Theorem
and universal theorems (as given above), as well as closure of the infinite-time
computable (and eventually computable) functions under the partial recursive
operations, which we shall establish in Chapter 2.

1.2.1

Radó’s Busy Beaver Functions

In his seminal paper [Rad62], Radó exhibited two natural examples of functions
which are not finite-time computable, commonly denoted S and Σ. While these
“busy beaver functions” were seen to be intimately connected to the Halting Problem, their noncomputability was demonstrated in a more constructive fashion:
whereas the traditional proof of the Halting Problem relies on a proof by contradiction hinging on a diagonal construction, Radó showed directly that his busy beaver
functions grew faster (in the sense of eventual domination) than any finite-time
total computable function.
Chapter 3 will be tasked with generalizing the Σ busy beaver function to
infinite-time computable and eventually computable functions. In particular, we
will see that, not only does Radó ’s eventual domination result extend nicely to our
generalizations, but the infinite-time degree of our generalizations are naturally
tied to the weak jump operator.

1.2.2

Fast-Growing Hierarchies of Finite-Time
Computable Functions

In [Grz53], Grzegorczyk stratified the primitive recursive functions into an increasing family of sets of functions hEn n < ωi, and also formulated an associated
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sequence of functions fn : N → N (n < ω). Sometime later, Löb and Wainer
extended this “Grzegorczyk hierarchy” into a “fast-growing hierarchy” of quickly
increasing functions fα : N → N (α < 0 , where 0 is the least ordinal  such that
 = ω ; see also [LW70] for further details). In doing so, Grzegorczyk, Löb, and
Wainer cultivated a natural method of classifying the growth rate of finite-time
computable functions.
In light of the busy beaver functions which we defined in Chapter 3, we have a
clear interest in extending the fast-growing hierarchy into the setting of infinitetime; we do so in Chapter 4, and situate our busy beaver analogues on this new
hierarchy.

1.2.3

Self-Modifying Models of Finitary Computation

The notion of a finitary model of computation which is capable of modifying
its own instruction list has always been “on the horizon” in the computability
literature. Indeed, one of Turing’s prototypical models of computation allowed
for such self-modification (see [Tur36]).
Moreover, self-modification is more than just a mere academic novelty: many
modern programming languages, such as Python, allow for “on the fly” modification of a program’s instructions. Moreover, the modified Harvard computer
architecture which is standard for modern computers was invented to, among
other things, allow for such self-modification (see [GCC04] for more details).
With this motivation in mind, we formulate, in Chapter 5, two different notions
of self-modification for infinite-time Turing machines and make the satisfying find
that, under some reasonable and necessary assumptions, such self-modification
does not affect the intrinsic computational power of original infinite-time Turing
machine model.
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1.3

Results and Organization

In Chapter 2, we prove several technical lemmata that greatly simplify our arguments in the sequel. Among other things, we will show that the infinite-time
computable and eventually computable functions are closed under the partial
recursive operations from classical computability theory, and also introduce a
modest new model of infinite-time computation, the ITTM with FLAGS, which is
seen to computationally equivalent to the original model.
Chapter 3 formulates natural analogues Σ∞ and Σe∞ of Radó’s busy beaver
function Σ. Our core result in this chapter shows that Σ∞ and Σe∞ actually enjoy
the same sort of eventual domination property as the Σ function. After providing
some rather striking asymptotic lower bounds for Σ∞ and Σe∞ , we then analyze
the infinite-time degrees thereof.
In Chapter 4, we construct a fast-growing hierarchy for all ordinals below ζ.
We then prove that certain tiers of this new hierarchy are effective in a precise
sense, and then use this effectiveness to find large initial segments of the hierarchy
which our busy beaver functions Σ∞ and Σe∞ eventually dominate.
Our last group of results lies in Chapter 5. Here, we devise two different
variants of Self-Modifying Infinite-time Turing Machines, and verify that certain
reasonable subclasses of their computable and eventually computable functions
coincide with that of the infinite-time computable and eventually computable
functions, respectively.
Lastly, Chapter 6 gives a brief summary of what we have accomplished, and
then enumerates the many possible directions for future work. By this point, we
hope the reader will agree that our computational focus opens a number of paths
to further investigation of interesting and natural questions suggested by our
results.
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Chapter 2
Some Useful Infinite-Time Turing
Machine Tools and Constructs
Before we discuss and prove our main results, it will be very useful to formulate
and prove some versatile technical lemmata which will not only serve to streamline
all of our core arguments, but which are also of interest in their own right, both
intrinsically and with an eye towards future work.
More concretely, we will first see that, just as in the setting of finite-time
computability, the infinite-time computable and eventually computable functions
are closed under the three partial recursive operations which we summarized in
Chapter 1; this is the content of Theorems 2.1.1, 2.1.3, and 2.1.4. Not only will these
results simplify some of the proofs which arise in Chapters 3 and 5, but we will
use them to give completely programming-free proofs of the results of Chapter 4.
Secondly and lastly, we give, in Sections 2.2 and 2.3, two modest (and computationally equivalent) extensions of the ITTM model which will allow us to more
easily carry out the simulations needed for the results of Chapter 5.
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2.1

Extending the Classical Finite-Time Operations
of Computability to the Infinite-Time Setting

Given the essential role that function composition and its multivariable analogues
play in all branches of mathematics, it is little surprise that other people have already handled the closure of infinite-time computable and eventually computable
functions under substitution; see [CH13] and [Kle07] for details.
Theorem 2.1.1 (Coskey and Hamkins, Klev). If a partial function f : X → Z is obtained by substitution from infinite-time computable (respectively, eventually computable)
functions g : Yn → Z and h1 : X → Y, h2 : X → Y, . . ., hn : X → Y, then f is itself
infinite-time computable (respectively, eventually computable).
Theorem 2.1.1 and the following consequence of the Second Recursion Theorem
will be the key to establishing closure under the other two types of partial recursive
operations, as we shall see that both of these operations can be defined via suitable
choice of recursion equation.
Lemma 2.1.2. Let f : N × X → Y be infinite-time computable (respectively, eventually
(X,Y)

computable). Then there exists an index p ∈ N such that for all x ∈ X, ϕp
f(p, x) (respectively,

e,(X,Y)
ϕp
(x)

(x) '

' f(p, x)).

Proof. The proof is identical to that employed in the finite-time setting: the simplified version of the sm
n Theorem provides a primitive recursive k : N → N such
(X,Y)

e,(X,Y)

that ϕk(n) (x) ' f(n, x) (respectively, ϕk(n)

(x) ' f(n, x)). Because k is total

computable, the Second Recursion Theorem for infinite-time computable (respectively, eventually computable) functions then guarantees an index p ∈ N such that
(X,Y)

ϕp

(X,Y)

e,(X,Y)

= ϕk(p) (respectively, ϕp

e,(X,Y)

= ϕk(p)

). Fixing such a p gives us the

desired conclusion.
Remark. Loosely speaking, this lemma provides rigorous justification that certain
kinds of self-referential definitions yield perfectly valid infinite-time computable
(and eventually computable) functions.
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With these results established, it is straightforward to demonstrate closure
under primitive recursion.
Theorem 2.1.3. If a partial function f : N × X → X is obtained by primitive recursion
from infinite-time computable (respectively, eventually computable) functions g : X → X
and h : N × X × X → X, then f is itself infinite-time computable (respectively, eventually
computable).
Proof. We will restrict our attention to proving this for infinite-time computable
functions, as the proof in the eventually computable setting carries through mutatis
mutandis.
Let f 0 : N × N × X → X be defined thusly:

g(x)
0


f (p, n, x) '
h n 0 , ϕ(N×X,X) (n 0 , x), x
p

if n = 0
if n = n 0 + 1.

Note that, by closure under substitution and the infinite-time computability of
the relevant universal function, f 0 is infinite-time computable. Now apply Lemma
(N×X,X)

2.1.2 to obtain an index p ∈ N such that ϕp
(N×X,X)

It is now clear that f = ϕp

= f 0 (p, ·, ·).

, and hence f is infinite-time computable, as

desired.
Demonstrating closure under unbounded minimization requires only slightly
more work than was required to prove Theorem 2.1.3.
Theorem 2.1.4. If a partial function f : X → N is obtained by unbounded minimization
from an infinite-time computable (respectively, eventually computable) partial function
g : N × X → Y, then it is itself infinite-time computable (respectively, eventually
computable).
Proof. As with the preceding proof, there is no loss of generality in only giving the
argument for infinite-time computable functions.
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Let h 0 : N × N × X → N be defined as follows:


0
if g(n, x) = 0



h 0 (p, n, x) ' ϕ(N×X,N)
(n + 1, x) + 1 if g(n, x) is defined and nonzero
p



undefined
otherwise.
By closure under substitution and the infinite-time computability of the relevant universal function, h 0 is infinite-time computable. Thus, we may fix an index
e,(N×X,Y)

p ∈ N as guaranteed by Lemma 2.1.2 so that ϕp
e,(N×X,Y)

We now take h = ϕp

= h 0 (p, ·, ·).

, which is readily seen to satisfy the following

recursion:



0



h(n, x) ' h(n + 1, x) + 1



undefined

if g(n, x) = 0
if g(n, x) is defined and nonzero
otherwise.

From these equations, one can easily verify that
h(n, x) = m ⇔ µz (g(n + z, x) = 0) = m,
whence f = h(0, ·) is infinite-time computable.
The following corollary justifies our main application of unbounded minimization in the sequel.
Corollary 2.1.5. Let P(n, x) be a decidable (respectively, eventually decidable) predicate
over N × X. Then the function f : X → N given by
f(x) := µn (P(n, x))

the least n such that P(n, x) holds
=
undefined

if P(n, x) holds for some value of n
otherwise

is eventually computable.
Proof. Let 1P : N × X → N denote the characteristic function of P(n, x), and let
g : N × X → N be given by g(n, x) = |1P (n, x) − 1|. By closure under substitution,
g is infinite-time computable (respectively, eventually computable). Now simply
observe that µn (P(n, x)) = µn (g(n, x) = 0) and apply Theorem 2.1.4.
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2.2

Employing Extra Tapes

In [HS01], Hamkins and Seabold demonstrated the curious fact that the ITTMs
with only one tape are, in some sense, not as powerful as their n-tape (for n > 2)
counterparts: while 1-tape and 3-tape ITTMs enjoy the same decidable subsets,
there are functions which are 3-tape-ITTM-computable but not 1-tape-ITTMcomputable. In fact, the 1-tape-ITTM-computable functions are not even closed
under composition!
Luckily, Hamkins and Seabold showed that this peculiar behavior is limited to
the setting of 1-tape ITTMs, as stated precisely below.
Theorem 2.2.1 (Hamkins and Seabold). Let n > 2. Then the n-tape ITTMs and 3-tape
ITTMs compute precisely the same partial functions f : X → Y.
The upshot of Theorem 2.2.1 is that we can, in the interest of ease of implementation and/or clarity, design our infinite-time algorithms using more than just
the standard array of 3 tapes. As such, it will be helpful to have an analogue of
Theorem 2.2.1 for infinite-time eventually computable functions.
Theorem 2.2.2. Let n > 3. Then the n-tape ITTMs and 3-tape ITTMs eventually
compute precisely the same partial functions f : X → Y.
Once we have proven Theorem 2.2.2, we shall see that it is not hard to pass to
a natural relativization thereof:
Theorem 2.2.3. Let n > 3, and z ∈ 2N . Then the n-tape ITTMs and 3-tape ITTMs
z-compute (and eventually z-compute) precisely the same partial functions f : X → Y.
The same is true with A ⊆ 2N in place of z ∈ 2N .
To prove Theorem 2.2.2, we will first give a (proprietary) proof of 2.2.1 for
n > 3 that extends easily to the setting of infinite-time eventually computable
functions.
Proof of Theorem 2.2.1 for n > 3. Let f : X → Y be an arbitrary partial function.
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If f is computable via a 3-tape ITTM, it is clearly computable via an n-tape
ITTM.
Conversely, assume that f is computable via an n-tape ITTM M. Fix such an
M. We will describe a 3-tape ITTM M 0 which, upon being given an input x ∈ X,
halts precisely when M would, and in this event returns f(x) as output; in other
words, M 0 infinite-time-computes f.
Without loss of generality, assume the output and input tapes of M are tapes 0
and 1, respectively.
Now let M 0 be a 3-tape ITTM. For convenience, we shall call the tapes of M 0
the I/O tape, SCRAT CH tape, and SEARCH tape, for reasons that we explain
shortly. We further stipulate that M 0 is to possess all of the states which M does,
as well as some additional auxiliary states that are necessary to implement the
algorithm below (for clarity’s sake, we omit the details of these new states).
Before we sketch the algorithm for M 0 , it will be helpful to note that the tapes
are intended to accomplish roughly the following purposes (see Figure 2.1 on page
24 for an illustration):
• The I/O tape is used to receive the initial program input, and will eventually
function exactly like the output tape (tape 0) of M.
• The cells of the SCRAT CH tape will be used to house “virtual” copies of
tapes 1 through n − 1 from M. More specifically, the block of SCRAT CH
tape cells 0 through n − 2 will be used to represent cell 0 of tapes 1 through
n − 1 from M, the block of SCRAT CH tape cells n − 1 through 2n − 3 will
be used to represent cell 1 of tapes 1 through n − 1 from M, etc.
• The SEARCH tape will host a subcomputation that assists the tape head in
navigating between the I/O tape and the corresponding virtual cells on the
SCRAT CH tape. More specifically, this subcomputation will, starting from a
SEARCH tape consisting of all 1s, excepting a single 0 in cell i (where i 6= 0),
write a second 0 to the ((n − 1) × i)th cell of the SEARCH tape and return to
the original 0 on said tape. We will explain the use of this subcomputation
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in the course of describing our algorithm.
We now provide a “lower-level” sketch of what the instructions of M 0 should
accomplish:
1. The initial input x ∈ X is passed to the I/O tape.
2. In the first ω steps of execution, M 0 transfers (i.e., deletes and copies), for
successive values of i > 0, the contents of I/O cell i to SCRAT CH cell
i × (n − 1) + 1. At the same time, it also fills the SEARCH tape with 1s.
3. At this point in the computation, the I/O tape is blank, a virtual copy of
tape 1 (input tape) from M lies on the SCRAT CH tape, the SEARCH tape is
completely full of 1s, and M 0 is in the LIMIT state.
4. At this first LIMIT state, M 0 now transitions to the initial state for M.
5. For the remainder of its run-time, M 0 will repeatedly simulate successor
steps of M, each simulation of which will only require finitely many actual
steps of computation. More precisely, if the tape head lies at cell array i at
the start of the execution of such a simulated step:
(a) Note that at the start of this step, M 0 has all 1s on its SEARCH tape.
(b) M 0 writes a 0 to the SEARCH tape and then determines if i = 0 (i.e., the
tape head is on the left-hand side). M 0 can do so by trying to move the
tape head one cell to the left. As there is currently only one 0 on the
SEARCH tape, the tape head will then be reading a 0 on the SEARCH
tape if and only if i = 0.
i. If i = 0, M 0 does the following:
A. M 0 replaces the 0 on the SEARCH tape with a 1.
B. M 0 reads the contents of the OUT PUT tape and then reads
(from left-to-right) the n − 1 bits in the 0th virtual block on the
SCRAT CH tape; it can keep track of the values of these n bits
by the use of auxiliary states.
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C. Based on the n prefix bits which were read in step 5(b)iB, M 0
writes (from right-to-left) the same bits to the n − 1 cells in
the 0th virtual block on the SCRAT CH tape as M would do to
its tapes 1 through n − 1 if it were processing the same prefix.
Finally, M 0 writes to the I/O tape exactly the same bit as M
would to its tape 0 if it were processing the same prefix.
ii. Otherwise, the tape head of M 0 is currently at cell array i for some
i 6= 0, and so M 0 will require assistance in navigating between
cell i on the I/O tape and the beginning of virtual block i on the
SCRAT CH tape:
A. On the SEARCH tape, M 0 runs a subcomputation which will
(in finite time) write a second 0 to the ((n − 1) × i)th cell of the
SEARCH tape and return to the other 0 on this tape.
B. Note that we now have two 0s on the SEARCH tape: one at cell
array i, and the other at the same position as the beginning of
the ith block of virtual cells on the SCRAT CH tape. Moreover,
the tape head is currently at cell array i.
C. M 0 now reads the contents at cell i of the I/O tape; it can keep
track of this bit via the use of an auxiliary state.
D. M 0 then moves to the beginning of the ith block of virtual cells
on the SCRAT CH tape (which the tape head can recognize due
to the right-hand 0 on the SEARCH tape), and then replaces the
0 on the SEARCH tape with a 1.
E. M 0 now reads (from left-to-right) the contents of each of the
n − 1 cells in the block, making sure to keep track of these bits
via auxiliary states.
F. Based on the n prefix bits which were read in steps 5(b)iiC and
5(b)iiE, M 0 writes (from right-to-left) the same bits to the n − 1
cells in the block as M would do to its tapes 1 through n − 1 if
it were processing the same prefix.
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G. M 0 moves the tape head back to cell array i (which the tape head
can recognize due to the single 0 which remains on the SEARCH
tape) and writes to the I/O tape exactly what M would do on
its tape 0 if it were processing the prefix from steps 5(b)iiC and
5(b)iiE. It then replaces the 0 on the SEARCH tape with a 1.
(c) Note that the tape head is now back at cell array i.
(d) M 0 then moves the tape head left or right as according to what M would
do if it were processing the prefix from step 5(b)iB (if i = 0) or steps
5(b)iiC and 5(b)iiE (if i 6= 0).
(e) Finally, M 0 transitions to the same state M would if it were processing
the prefix from step 5(b)iB (if i = 0) or steps 5(b)iiC and 5(b)iiE (if i 6= 0).
6. Note that at limit stages, a 1 will have appeared unboundedly often in every
cell of the SEARCH tape, thus ensuring that all the SEARCH tape cells will
now contain a 1 at this stage of the computation. Thus, our SEARCH tape
subcomputation will function properly at all subsequent iterations of step 5.
7. If at any point M 0 enters its HALT state, it returns the contents of its I/O
tape.
Note that at the end of each simulated successor step, the contents of each cell
on the I/O and SCRAT CH tapes of M 0 are exactly what those of the corresponding
cells for M would be at the same point in the computation. Thus, as each simulated
successor step requires only finitely many steps of M 0 computation, every ω steps
of the computation of M 0 (beyond the initial ω steps) is a faithful rendition of ω
steps of the computation of M; more precisely, with every passage of ω steps of
M 0 computation, the contents of the I/O tape of M 0 are exactly what the contents
of tape 0 (output tape) of M would be at the same moment in time. Thus, as steps
5e and 7 above ensure that M 0 and M halt on precisely the same inputs x ∈ X, it
follows that M 0 infinite-time-computes f(x), as desired.
The following scholium to our proof of the n > 3 case of Theorem 2.2.1 will
then immediately establish Theorem 2.2.2:
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I/O
SCRATCH
SEARCH

c0,0
c0,1
1

c1,0
c0,2
0

c2,0
c0,3
1

c3,0
c1,1
0

c4,0
c1,2
1

c5,0
c1,3
1

c6,0
c2,1
1

···
···
···

Figure 2.1: A 3-tape ITTM simulation M 0 of a 4-tape ITTM M, as described in the proof
of Theorem 2.2.1. Here, ci,j denotes the ith cell from the jth tape of M, and we
have just marked 0s on the SEARCH tape to figure out how to transition from
reading c1,0 to reading c1,1 , c1,2 , and c1,3 .

Scholium 2.2.4. If the n-tape ITTM M eventually computes the partial function f :
X → Y and M 0 is the 3-tape ITTM constructed from M in the proof of Theorem 2.2.1,
then M 0 eventually computes f.
Proof. For all ordinals α, if the contents of tape 0 of M after ω · α steps of Mcomputation is the same as the contents of the I/O tape of M 0 after ω + ω · α steps
of M 0 computation, then this remains true when ω · α is replaced by ω · (α + 1).
Thus (appealing to the details of the limit convention), by transfinite induction on
α, this is true for all α. In particular, on input x ∈ X, the contents of tape 0 of M
stabilizes to f(x), if and only if the same is true of the contents of the I/O tape of
M 0 , i.e., M 0 eventually computes f.
Finally, Theorem 2.2.3 follows right away from one more scholium to our proof
of Theorem 2.2.1:
Scholium 2.2.5. The construction of M 0 in the proof of Theorem 2.2.1 relativizes to
oracles z ∈ 2N and A ⊆ 2N .
To be more precise, given a partial function f : X → Y and M, an n-tape ITTM with
oracle z, which z-computes (respectively, eventually z-computes) f, a straightforward
modification of the construction of Theorem 2.3.2 yields M 00 , a 3-tape ITTM which zcomputes (respectively, eventually z-computes) f.
The same is true with A in place of z.
Proof. Let us first consider the case of oracles z ∈ 2N and n-tape infinite-time
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z-computable partial functions f : X → Y. Fix such a z, f, and an n-tape ITTM M
which z-computes f.
Let M 00 be the 3-tape ITTM with oracle z, which acts exactly as does M 0 from
the proof of Theorem 2.2.1, save that at steps 5(b)iB and 5(b)iiC, M 00 will also read
the contents at cell i of the ORACLE tape.
Based on the discussion at the end of the proof of Theorem 2.2.1, it is clear that
M 00 will z-compute f.
Further, careful inspection of the proof of Scholium 2.2.4 reveals that if the exact
same construction is applied to an n-tape ITTM M which eventually z-computes
a partial function f : X → Y, the resulting ITTM M 00 will eventually z-compute f.
We now consider the case of oracles A ⊆ 2N and n-tape infinite-time Acomputable partial functions f : X → Y. Fix such a A, f, and an n-tape ITTM M
which A-computes f.
Let M 00 be the 3-tape ITTM with oracle A, which acts exactly as does M 0 from
the proof of Theorem 2.2.1, save that at steps 5(b)iB and 5(b)iiC, M 00 will also read
a bit from the ORACLE tape and also check to see if the real on the ORACLE tape
lies in A. In addition, at steps 5(b)iC and 5(b)iiG, M 00 also writes to cell i of the
ORACLE tape exactly what M would if it were processing the same prefix from
steps 5(b)iB (if i = 0) or 5(b)iiC and 5(b)iiE (if i 6= 0).
Much as before, the discussion at the end of the proof of Theorem 2.2.1 shows
that M 00 will A-compute f.
A final analysis of Scholium 2.2.4 reveals that if the exact same construction
is applied to an n-tape ITTM M which eventually A-computes a partial function
f : X → Y, the resulting ITTM M 00 will eventually A-compute f.

2.3

Implementing Flags

In the setting of finite-time Turing machines, one can emulate an “if-then-else”
style of control statement by using specially designated groups of states to handle
the “then” and “else” subroutines separately.
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Things are trickier when implementing infinite-time Turing machine programs,
as we have but one specially designated LIMIT state. Thus, if we wish to perform
two or more different kinds of subroutines during a limit stage of computation,
we must typically maintain some sort of “flag bits” on the left-hand side of the
tapes.
As this kind of bookkeeping can become prohibitively difficult to maintain,
we formulate an original extension of the ITTM model which has, as a primitive
construct, a finite collection of flag bits which do not lie on the tapes.
Definition 2.3.1. An n-tape ITTM with FLAGS M possesses exactly the same
hardware as a standard n-tape ITTM, save for the following adjustments:
• M is also assumed to have a fixed finite number m ∈ N of “flag cells” F0 , F1 ,
. . ., Fm−1 . Like the standard tape cells, these flag cells can store 0s and 1s,
but unlike the tape cells, they can be instantaneously consulted and written
to at any point in the computation.
• All of the instruction prefixes and suffixes of M now also contain the substring F0 a0 F1 a1 · · · Fm−1 am−1 , where for every 0 6 i 6 m − 1, ai ∈ {0, 1}. In
a prefix, this substring intended to mean “The bits in F0 , F1 , . . ., Fm−1 are a0 ,
a1 , . . ., am−1 (respectively),” while in a suffix, it means “Change the contents
of F0 , F1 , . . ., Fm−1 to a0 , a1 , . . ., am−1 (respectively).”
At successor stages, M will execute the instruction whose prefix applies to (1)
the bits which are currently being read by the tape head, (2) the bits which are
currently on the flags, and (3) the current state. The execution is carried out thusly:
1. The tape head will write the bits dictated by the suffix.
2. The contents of the flag cells will be changed to those specified in the suffix.
3. The tape head will move in the direction indicated by the suffix.
4. The current state will be changed to the one from the suffix.
Finally, upon reaching a limit stage of computation, the following occurs:
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1. Both the tape and flag cells assume the lim sup of their preceding values.
2. The tape head moves to the left-hand side of the tapes.
3. The current state will be changed to the LIMIT state.
♦
Of course, we would like to have our cake and eat it too: it would be ideal
for us to design a program on an ITTM with FLAGS and pass it off as being
implementable via a standard 3-tape ITTM. Luckily, this is exactly what the next
theorem enables.
Theorem 2.3.2. Let n > 3. Then an n-tape ITTM with FLAGS computes precisely the
same partial functions f : X → Y as a standard 3-tape ITTM; similarly with “eventually
computes” in place of “computes.”
Proof. Let f : X → Y be an arbitrary partial function.
If f can be computed (respectively, eventually computed) by a standard 3-tape
ITTM, then it can surely be computed (respectively, eventually computed) by an
n-tape ITTM with FLAGS. (We simply use no flags in our implementation.)
For the converse, we first restrict our attention to computable (as opposed to
eventually computable) f. Assume that f can be computed by an n-tape ITTM
with FLAGS M, and fix such an M. Let m denote the number of flags which M
possesses, and without loss of generality, assume that the input and output tapes
of M are tape 0 and tape 1, respectively.
We wish to demonstrate that f can in fact be computed by a standard 3-tape
ITTM; by Theorem 2.2.1, it will suffice to show there is a standard (n + m + 2)-tape
ITTM which computes f.
Let M 0 be a standard ITTM with n + m + 2 tapes, the first n of which we shall
denote T APE0 , T APE1 , T APE2 , . . ., T APEn−1 , the next m of which will be called
FLAG0 , FLAG1 , . . ., FLAGm−1 , and the last two of which will be named LSFLAG
and T RACKER. As their names would suggest, the T APEi and FLAGj tapes will
be used to simulate the tapes and flags of M, the LSFLAG tape will be used to
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mark the location of the left-hand side of the tapes, and the T RACKER tape will be
used to help the tape head return to the appropriate cell after a certain subroutine
in the algorithm outlined below (see Figure 2.2 on page 30 for an illustration).
We further stipulate that M 0 has all of the states that M does, as well as some
auxiliary states which will be employed when we wish to check or modify the
“virtual flags” on the FLAGj tapes.
Let us now indicate a “lower-level” sketch of what the instructions of M 0
should accomplish:
1. The initial input x ∈ X is passed to the T APE0 tape and M 0 writes a 1 to the
LSFLAG tape (thus marking where the left-hand side of the tapes lies).
2. In ω many steps, M 0 writes a 1 to every cell on the T RACKER tape, and then
enters the LIMIT state for the first time.
3. At the first visit to the LIMIT state, M 0 transitions to the initial state of M.
4. For the remainder of the computation, M 0 repeatedly simulates successor
steps of M (each in finitely many steps of actual computation) as follows:
(a) M 0 reads the bits on T APE0 , T APE1 , T APE2 , . . ., T APEn−1 and writes a
0 to the T RACKER tape.
(b) Using auxiliary states to keep track of what was just read, M 0 moves
its tape head to the left-hand side of the tapes (which it can recognize
thanks to the 1 on cell 0 of the LSFLAG tape) and then read the bits on
FLAG0 , FLAG1 , . . ., FLAGm−1 .
(c) Based on all of the bits that have been read in steps 4a and 4b, M 0
can then modify FLAG0 , FLAG1 , . . ., FLAGm−1 exactly as the relevant
instruction for M would prescribe, and then move its tape head to right
until it encounters a 0 on the T RACKER tape, which it now replaces
with a 1. At this point, the tape head will then write to T APE0 , T APE1 ,
T APE2 , . . ., T APEn−1 exactly what M would do when confronted with
the prefix bits from steps 4a and 4b.
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(d) M 0 then moves the tape head left or right as according to what M would
do if it were processing the prefix from steps 4a and 4b.
(e) Finally, M 0 transitions to the same state M would if it were processing
the prefix from steps 4a and 4b.
5. Note that at all limit stages of computation beyond the initial one, 1 will have
occurred unboundedly often in all cells on the T RACKER tape, thus ensuring
that the T RACKER tape has reset to the necessary all-1s configuration needed
for successful execution of step 4.
6. If at any point M 0 enters its HALT state, it returns the contents of its T APE1
tape.
Much as in the proof of Theorem 2.2.1, every block of ω steps of the computation of M 0 is a faithful rendition of ω steps of the computation of M; more precisely,
with every passage of ω steps of M 0 computation, the contents of the T APE1 tape
of M 0 are exactly what the contents of tape 1 (output tape) of M would be at the
same moment in time. Thus, as steps 4e and 6 above ensure that M 0 and M halt
on precisely the same inputs x ∈ X, it follows that M 0 infinite-time-computes f(x),
as desired.
It remains to address case of eventually computable f, but this is straightforward: similar observations as those in the proof of Theorem 2.2.2 show that if f
is eventually computable by an n-tape ITTM with FLAGS M, the same kind of
ITTM M 0 as above will eventually compute f.
Just as we would hope, if we relativize Definition 2.3.1 in the natural way,
Theorem 2.3.2 then admits a nice relativization.
Theorem 2.3.3. Let n > 3, and z ∈ 2N . Then an n-tape ITTM with FLAGS z-computes
(and eventually z-computes) precisely the same partial functions f : X → Y as a standard
3-tape ITTM.
The same is true with A ⊆ 2N in place of z ∈ 2N .
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TAPE0
TAPE1
TAPE2
TAPE3
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0
0
0
1

c3,0
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c3,3
0
0
0
0

c4,0
c4,1
c4,2
c4,3
0
0
0
1

c5,0
c5,1
c5,2
c5,3
0
0
0
1

c6,0
c6,1
c6,2
c6,3
0
0
0
1

···
···
···
···
···
···
···
···

Figure 2.2: A 8-tape ITTM simulation of a 4-tape ITTM with 2 FLAGS, as described in the
proof of Theorem 2.3.2. Here, (1) ci,j denotes the ith cell from the jth tape of
M, (2) Fi denotes the ith flag cell of M, (3) the 1 on the LSFLAG tape indicates
where the left-hand side of the tapes is, and (4) the 0 on the T RACKER tape
marks where the tape head must return to after consulting and modifying the
“virtual flags.”

Much as we saw in the course of proving Theorems 2.2.1, 2.2.3, and 2.3.2, we
need only single out the following scholium to the proof of Theorem 2.3.2.
Scholium 2.3.4. The construction of M 0 in the proof of Theorem 2.3.2 relativizes to
oracles z ∈ 2N and A ⊆ 2N .
To be more precise, given a partial function f : X → Y and M, an n-tape ITTM
with FLAGS and oracle z, which z-computes (respectively, eventually z-computes) f, a
straightforward modification of the construction of Theorem 2.3.2 yields M 00 , a 3-tape
ITTM which z-computes (respectively, eventually z-computes) f. (M 00 will be defined
below.)
The same is true with A in place of z.
Proof. Let us first consider the case of oracles z ∈ 2N and partial functions f : X → Y
which is z-computed (respectively, eventually z-computed) by an n-tape ITTM
with FLAGS M. We construct M 00 to be the 3-tape ITTM with oracle z, which acts
exactly as does M 0 from the proof of Theorem 2.3.2, save that at step 4a, M 00 will
also read the contents of the ORACLE tape.
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Reflecting on the end of the proof of Theorem 2.3.2 makes it clear that M 00 will
z-compute (respectively, eventually z-compute) f.
We now consider the case of oracles A ⊆ 2N and an n-tape ITTM with FLAGS
M which acts exactly as does M 0 from the proof of Theorem, 2.3.2 does, save that
at step 4a, M 00 will also read a bit from the ORACLE tape and check to see if the
real on the ORACLE tape lies in A. In addition, at step 4c, M 00 also writes to the
ORACLE tape exactly what M would if it were processing the prefix bits from
steps 4a and 4b.
A second and final reflection on the proof of Theorem 2.3.2 reveals that M 00
will A-compute (respectively, eventually A-compute) f.
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Chapter 3
A Busy Beaver Problem for
Infinite-Time Turing Machines
In this chapter, we formulate two different extensions for the Σ busy beaver
function, one to the setting of infinite-time computable functions, and the other to
that of infinite-time eventually computable functions. We will see that the analogue
of Radó’s central result in [Rad62] holds for both extensions (see Theorem 3.2.2),
and as corollaries thereto, we will be able to provide strikingly large asymptotic
lower bounds for each (via Theorems 3.2.4, 3.2.7, and 3.2.11), as well as conduct a
thorough analysis of their infinite-time degrees (as summarized in Theorems 3.3.3
and 3.3.8).
In handling all of this business, we will have our first exposure to how infinitetime computation manifests its power in impressive ways, even when tethered to
the setting of type 0 spaces; this motif will reemerge in the course of Chapter 4.
(N,N)

Note. Throughout this chapter, ϕp (respectively, ϕep ) shall be shorthand for ϕp
e,(N,N)

(respectively, ϕp

4

).
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3.1

Extending Σ to Infinite-Time Turing Machines

We first define the classical busy beaver function Σ. To that end, we make the
following auxiliary definitions.
Definition 3.1.1. For every index p ∈ N of a finite- or infinite-time Turing machine
program, we let states (p) denote its number of non-halting, non-limit states. ♦
Definition 3.1.2. Let BB-n = {p ∈ N states (p) = n and ft-ϕp (0) is defined}.

♦

Put in words, BB-n is the set of all indices of finite-time Turing machine
programs with n non-halting states which, upon starting with a blank INPUT
tape, ultimately halt with an OUT PUT tape which has (necessarily) finite number
of 1s on its left-hand side, and 0s elsewhere.
With these auxiliary definitions, we can succinctly define Σ.
Definition 3.1.3. Let Σ(n) = max ft-ϕp (0).
p∈BB-n

♦

In other words, Σ(n) is the largest consecutive run of 1s which can appear on
the left-hand side of the OUT PUT tape (with 0s elsewhere) of some finite-time
Turing machine with index p ∈ BB-n which was executed with a blank INPUT
tape, and which has just halted.
It is also worth noting that the definition we have given here differs from Radó’s
original formulation in one aspect: Radó instead defined Σ(n) to be the largest
number of (not necessarily consecutive) 1s which can appear on an OUT PUT tape
as described in the previous paragraph. We have opted to use the definition from
the works of [Her08] and others for the sake of keeping our subsequent definitions
and related proofs concise.
We can readily extend Σ to the setting of both halting and stabilizing infinitetime Turing machines by defining appropriate generalizations of BB-n.
Definition 3.1.4. Let
BB∞ -n = {p ∈ N states (p) = n and ϕp (0) is defined} and

BBe∞ -n = p ∈ N states (p) = n andϕep (0) is defined .
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♦
Viewed another way, BB∞ -n (respectively, BBe∞ -n) is the set of all indices of
infinite-time Turing machine programs with n non-halting, non-limit states which,
upon starting with a blank INPUT tape, ultimately halt (respectively, stabilize)
with an OUT PUT tape which has finitely many 1s on its left-hand side, and 0s
elsewhere.
Definition 3.1.5. In analogy with Definition 3.1.3, we now define
Σ∞ (n) =

max ϕp (0) and Σe∞ (n) =

p∈BB∞ -n

max ϕep (0).

p∈BBe∞ -n

♦
Remark. Note that Σ∞ (n) and Σe∞ (n) are necessarily finite, as since we are working
in a type 0 setting, our definitions of BB∞ -n and BBe∞ -n rule out indices p of
ITTMs which, upon starting with blank tape, leave infinitely many ones on the
4

OUT PUT tape and then halt.

3.2

Some Domination Results for Σ∞ and Σe∞

Our aim in this section is to extend Radó’s famous domination result for Σ (stated
below) to Σ∞ and Σe∞ , and then use it to establish the promised asymptotic lower
bounds of Σ∞ and Σe∞ .
Theorem 3.2.1 (Radó). If f : N → N is a total finite-time computable function, then
Σ(n) >∗ f(n).
We now state and prove our first main theorem, which is an exact analogue
of Radó’s result for finite-time Turing machines. In doing so, we achieve our first
significant payoff for our work in Section 2.1.
Theorem 3.2.2. If f : N → N is a total infinite-time computable function, then Σ∞ (n) >∗
f(n). Similarly, if f : N → N is a total infinite-time eventually computable function, then
Σe∞ (n) >∗ f(n).
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Proof. We will be content to prove the first half of the theorem, as the other half
may be proven mutatis mutandis.
To that end, let f : N → N be a total infinite-time computable function. Following Radó, we define the function F : N → N by
F(k) =

k
X



f(i) + i2 .

i=0

This function is evidently infinite-time computable via Theorems 2.1.1 and 2.1.3,
as it can be defined by the following primitive recursion:
F(0) = f(0)
F(k + 1) = F(k) + f(k + 1) + (k + 1)2 .
As F is infinite-time computable, we may fix a 3-tape ITTM M which computes
F ◦ F. Let S denote the number of non-halting, non-limit states which M possesses.
We devote the rest of the proof to showing that Σ∞ (k + 1 + S) >∗ f(k + 1 + S);
this clearly suffices since we can then take n = k + 1 + S.
To do so, we first construct a family {Mk k ∈ N} of infinite-time Turing machines such that for every k ∈ N, (1) Mk possesses k + 1 + S non-halting, non-limit
states and (2) starting from a blank INPUT tape, Mk ultimately writes the value
of F(F(k)) to its OUT PUT tape and then halts.
Given an arbitrary k ∈ N, we design Mk according to the following specifications:
1. Using k states, Mk writes a single 1 to the left-hand side of the SCRAT CH
tape and also writes a string of k 1s to the INPUT tape.
2. In 1 additional state, Mk can return to the left-hand side of the tapes (which
it can recognize thanks to the 1 on the SCRAT CH tape) and erase the 1 on
the SCRAT CH tape.
3. Finally, using S states, Mk can write the value of F(F(k)) to its OUT PUT tape
and then halt.
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With this construction handled, we next observe that for every k ∈ N, the
following inequalities hold:
F(k) > f(k), as F(k) =
F(k) > k2 , as F(k) =

k
X



f(i) + i2 > f(k) + k2 > f(k).

i=0
k
X




f(i) + i2 > f(k) + k2 > k2 .

(3.1)
(3.2)

i=0

F(k + 1) > F(k), as F(k + 1) = F(k) + f(k + 1) + (k + 1)2 > F(k).

(3.3)

Let k ∈ N be arbitrary but fixed. Then it follows directly from the construction
of Mk that
Σ∞ (k + 1 + S) > F(F(k)).

(3.4)

Moreover, as it is clear that k2 >∗ k + 1 + S, it follows from inequality (3.2) that
F(k) >∗ k + 1 + S. Thus, as F is strictly increasing (by inequality (3.3)), we have
that
F(F(k)) >∗ F(k + 1 + S).

(3.5)

Combining (3.4) and (3.5) then yields
Σ∞ (k + 1 + S) >∗ F(k + 1 + S).

(3.6)

Thus, as F(k + 1 + S) > f(k + 1 + S) (by inequality (3.1)), it follows from (3.6)
that Σ∞ (k + 1 + S) >∗ f(k + 1 + S), as we sought to verify.
Theorem 3.2.2 has the following immediate corollary.
Corollary 3.2.3. Σ∞ (respectively, Σe∞ ) is not infinite-time computable (respectively,
eventually computable).
The next theorem shows that the growth rate of our busy beaver functions are
interrelated in precisely the fashion we would expect.
Theorem 3.2.4. Σe∞ (n) >∗ Σ∞ (n) >∗ Σ(n).
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Proof. By Theorem 3.2.2, it suffices to show that Σ (respectively, Σ∞ ) is infinite-time
computable (respectively, eventually computable).
In [HL00], Hamkins and Lewis describe an ITTM M which simultaneously
simulates, in every ω steps of actual computation, ω steps of each computation
ϕp (0).
This machine makes it easy to establish the infinite-time computability of Σ:
for a given n ∈ N, we execute ω steps of M and then systematically check which
computations ϕp (0) have (1) halted with unary output and (2) states (p) = n; we
then return the largest unary output among such computations.
With a little more care, M can also be used to prove that Σ∞ is infinite-time
eventually computable: given n ∈ N, we execute M and maintain a guess for
Σ∞ (n) on a separate tape. Every time a computation ϕp (0) halts, we check to see if
(1) its output is unary, (2) states (p) = n, and (3) its output surpasses our current
guess; if these three conditions are met, we update our guess appropriately. After
all of the members of BB∞ -n have halted, our guess will have stabilized to the
correct value for Σ∞ .
For the remainder of this section, we focus on finding asymptotic lower
bounds for Σ∞ . Our first order of business here is to exhibit suitable choices
of Σ-pointclasses Γ such that Σ∞ dominates the entire class of Γ -recursive functions.
Note. The reader who is unfamiliar with the notions of a Σ-pointclass and Γ recursive function need not worry, as in view of Lemma 3.2.5, we do not require
the formal definitions thereof; for the purpose of motivation, we opt to give informal definitions here and refer the still-curious reader to Moschovakis’ excellent
treatment in [Mos09].
Roughly speaking, a Σ-pointclass Γ is a pointclass which is closed under a
certain small collection of logical connectives and quantifications (including, but
not limited to, conjunction, disjunction, and ∃(n < ω)). Moreover, a total function
f : N → N is Γ -recursive precisely when a certain effective presentation of its graph
4

lies in Γ .
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The following lemma of Moschovakis, as stated in [Mos09], gives a useful
characterization of certain kinds of Γ -recursive functions.
Lemma 3.2.5 (Moschovakis). Let Γ be a Σ-pointclass and f : X → N be total.
Then f is Γ -recursive if and only if Graph (f) ∈ Γ .
Definition 3.2.6. Let sD denote the Σ-pointclass of infinite-time semi-decidable
sets.

♦

Remark. That sD is a Σ-pointclass follows from the results of [HL00] and the formal
definition of Σ-pointclasses, as given in [Mos09].

4

Theorem 3.2.7. If f : N → N is sD-recursive, then Σ∞ (n) >∗ f(n).
Proof. Let f : N → N be sD-recursive.
By Theorem 3.2.2, it suffices to demonstrate that f is infinite-time computable.
Observe that by Lemma 3.2.5, Graph (f) is infinite-time semi-decidable. Thus,
its partial characteristic function pcGraph(f) (n, m) is infinite-time computable.
Let n ∈ N be arbitrary but fixed. We wish to infinite-time-compute f(n).
In [HL00], Hamkins and Lewis describe an ITTM which can simulate the
computations pcGraph(f) (n, m) for all values of m ∈ N simultaneously. When
one of these computations halts (which will ultimately happen, as f, being sDrecursive, is total), we simply return the corresponding value of m (which of
course equals f(n)) and halt.
Remark. This proof gives a subtle affirmation of one of the benefits of working in
type 0 spaces. Unlike in finite-time computability, one cannot in general conclude
that a function f : X → Y is infinite-time computable solely on the basis of the
semi-decidability of its graph. In fact, Hamkins and Lewis’ famous Lost Melody
Theorem exhibits a constant function whose graph is infinite-time decidable, but
which is nevertheless not infinite-time computable (see [HL00])!
As an easy consequence of Theorem 3.2.7, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 3.2.8. If f : N → N is Π11 -recursive, then Σ∞ (n) >∗ f(n).
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4

Proof. Simply observe that Π11 ⊆ sD and apply Theorem 3.2.7.
The last result of this section has an amusing connection to (mathematical)
popular culture, as humorously recounted in [Ray].
During MIT’s 2007 Independent Activity Period, the philosophy department
staged a so-called “large number battle” between its faculty members Rayo and
Elga. Subject to a modest set of rules, each man in turned named progressively
larger numbers, until Elga finally conceded defeat at the hands of the following
entry of Rayo’s:
The smallest number bigger than any finite number named by
an expression in the language of first-order set theory with a googol
symbols or less.
Of course, there is nothing special about the number “googol” here; relaxing
this number gives us the following function, which has been considered extensively by the online Googology community. (“Googology” is the hobbyist study
of large numbers and fast-growing functions.)
Definition 3.2.9. For every n ∈ N, let Rayo (n) denote the smallest natural number
which is not definable via a formula in first-order set theory which possesses at
most n symbols.

♦

There is little hope that Σ∞ or Σe∞ could eventually dominate Rayo; after all, it
is not too hard to see that one could express predicates such as “∃n such that n ∈
N and Σ∞ (n) = k” and “∃n such that n ∈ N and Σe∞ (n) = k” in first-order set
theory.
The following definition will “even the score.”
Definition 3.2.10. For every n ∈ N, let WeakRayo (n) denote the smallest natural
number which is not definable via a formula in first-order arithmetic which
possesses at most n symbols.

♦
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We now show that, while Σ∞ likely does not eventually dominate Rayo, it
does eventually dominate WeakRayo, and hence in some sense, all of first-order
arithmetic.
Theorem 3.2.11. Σ∞ (n) >∗ WeakRayo (n)
Proof. Because it is well-known that all arithmetically definable formulas are Π11 ,
we can immediately appeal to Corollary 3.2.8.

3.3

The Infinite-Time Degree of Σ∞ and Σe∞

To cap off this chapter, we characterize the infinite-time degree of Σ∞ and derive
two equally intriguing possibilities for that of Σe∞ .
In their paper [HL02], Hamkins and Lewis showed that the natural infinitetime analogues of Post’s Problem had both positive and negative solutions, depending upon the type of oracle being considered.
Since Graph (Σ∞ ) is coded by a single real, the negative solution for oracles
which are single reals is the relevant result for us:
Theorem 3.3.1 (Hamkins and Lewis). There are no reals z such that 0 <∞ z <∞ 0O .
To prove Theorem 3.3.3, we will require the following lemma, which once more
exploits the fact that we are working in a type 0 setting.
Lemma 3.3.2. Let f : N → N. If Graph (f) is infinite-time decidable (respectively, eventually decidable), then f is infinite-time computable (respectively, eventually computable).
Proof. Let f : N → N have an infinite-time decidable (respectively, eventually
decidable) graph. Then by Theorem 2.1.4,
f(n) ' µm ((n, m) ∈ Graph (f))
is infinite-time computable (respectively, eventually computable).
With both of these results in hand, we can now resolve the infinite-time degree
of Σ∞ .
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Theorem 3.3.3. Graph (Σ∞ ) ≡∞ 0O .
Proof. First note that 0 6∞ Graph (Σ∞ ), as 0 is of course decidable even without
the use of Graph (Σ∞ ) as an oracle. Moreover, 0 <∞ Graph (Σ∞ ), by Lemma 3.3.2
(since Σ∞ is not infinite-time computable).
We next verify that Graph (Σ∞ ) 6∞ 0O . To this end, it suffices to show that
Σ∞ is infinite-time 0O -computable: given 0O as an oracle and an arbitrary n ∈ N,
we can, just as in the proof of Theorem 3.2.4, run an ITTM which simulates
each computation ϕp (0) simultaneously. Further, as 0O encodes which indices
p correspond to halting computations with states (p) = n, we can wait until all
such computations ϕp (0) have halted and return the largest unary output from
among them.
Finally, as 0 <∞ Graph (Σ∞ ) 6∞ 0O , we must have Graph (Σ∞ ) ≡∞ 0O , lest
Theorem 3.3.1 be contradicted.
In order to conduct a similar investigation for Σe∞ , we first summarize Hamkins
and Lewis’ characterization of the infinite-time eventually writable and accidentally writable degrees in [HL02].
Definition 3.3.4. An infinite-time degree is said to be eventually writable (respectively, accidentally writable) if it has an eventually writable (respectively,
accidentally writable) representative.

♦

In [HL02], Hamkins and Lewis constructed a “backbone sequence” of eventually writable degrees h0O

α

α < ζi by defining a transfinite iteration of the weak
0
α+1
α O
jump. More concretely, they set 0O = 0 and 0O
= 0O
, and for limit δ, they
δ

α

took 0O to be a certain type of “effective supremum” of the preceding degrees 0O
(α < δ).

Using Theorem 3.3.1 and a certain continuity property of the backbone sequence, Hamkins and Lewis showed that they had in fact exhausted all of the
eventually writable degrees:
Theorem 3.3.5 (Hamkins and Lewis). The eventually writable infinite-time degrees
α

are precisely those which lie on the backbone sequence h0O
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α < ζi.

For an encore, Hamkins and Lewis proved that the backbone sequence misses
but one accidentally writable degree. More precisely:
Theorem 3.3.6 (Hamkins and Lewis). The accidentally writable infinite-time degrees
are well-ordered by <∞ and have order type ζ + 1. In particular, there is a unique
accidentally writable infinite-time degree which is not eventually writable.
The preceding theorem motivates the following definition.
ζ

Definition 3.3.7. Let 0O denote the maximal accidentally writable infinite-time
degree.

♦

With these preliminaries handled, we can narrow down the infinite-time degree
of Σe∞ to two potential alternatives.
Theorem 3.3.8. There are two possibilities for the infinite-time degree of Graph (Σe∞ ):
ζ

1. Graph (Σe∞ ) ≡∞ 0O .
2. Graph (Σe∞ ) lies in an infinite-time degree with no accidentally writable representatives.
Proof. It suffices to show that Graph (Σe∞ ) is not infinite-time eventually writable,
ζ

as we would then have Graph (Σe∞ ) ≡∞ 0O (if the degree of Graph (Σe∞ ) is accidentally writable) or that Graph (Σe∞ ) lies in an infinite-time degree with no
accidentally writable representatives (if the degree of Graph (Σe∞ ) is not accidentally writable).
Assume to the contrary that Graph (Σe∞ ) is in fact infinite-time eventually
writable. Then Graph (Σe∞ ) is infinite-time eventually decidable: given an arbitrary input (n, m) ∈ N × N, we simply run an ITTM M which eventually writes a
code for Graph (Σe∞ ), and on a separate tape, we maintain a guess as to whether
or not (n, m) ∈ Graph (Σe∞ ); at limit stages, this guess will be updated based on
the current contents of M’s OUT PUT tape. As M’s OUT PUT tape stabilizes to a
code for Graph (Σe∞ ), our guess will ultimately stabilize to the correct answer.
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We have now arrived at a contradiction: since Graph (Σe∞ ) is infinite-time
eventually decidable, we have that Σe∞ is infinite-time eventually computable
(by Lemma 3.3.2), which runs afoul of Corollary 3.2.3. The conclusion is that
Graph (Σe∞ ) is not eventually writable.
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Chapter 4
A Fast-Growing Hierarchy Based on
Infinite-Time Turing Machines
We develop a fast-growing hierarchy that extends through all ordinals α < ζ (see
Definition 4.3.1), and indicate tiers which our busy beaver functions Σ∞ and Σe∞
eventually dominate (via Corollaries 4.3.4 and 4.3.6 to Theorems 4.3.3 and 4.3.5).
In the course of designing this hierarchy, we will find it necessary to derive
sufficiently effective systems of ordinal notations for all ordinals up to ζ. We do so
by a natural refinement of Klev’s extension of Kleene’s O to the setting of infinitetime Turing machines (as described in [Kle09]). The ease with which we will
be able to formulate these systems speaks volumes to the power of infinite-time
Turing machines in handling such affairs.
Note. Throughout this chapter, ϕp (respectively, ϕep ) will once again be used as
(N,N)

shorthand for ϕp

4.1

e,(N,N)

(respectively, ϕp

4

).

Review of Fast-Growing Hierarchies and Ordinal
Notation

Definition 4.1.1. Let δ be a countable limit ordinal. A fundamental sequence for δ
is a strictly increasing ω-sequence of ordinals h δ[n] n < ω i such that lim δ[n] =
n→ω
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♦

δ.

Remark. It is an elementary fact from set theory that every countable limit ordinal
in fact possesses a fundamental sequence.

4

Definition 4.1.2. Let µ be a countable ordinal, and suppose further that fundamental sequences have been assigned to all limit ordinals δ < µ. Then the associated
fast-growing hierarchy of functions fα : N → N for all α < µ is defined by
transfinite recursion as follows:
f0 (n) = n + 1
fα+1 (n) = fn
α (n)
fδ (n) = fδ[n] (n),
where fn
α (n) denotes the n-fold iterate of fα (n).

♦

From the definition, it is clear that the primary challenge of constructing a
fast-growing hierarchy up to some countable ordinal µ is describing a uniform
method of assigning fundamental sequences for all limit ordinals δ < µ. For the
purposes of proving Theorems 4.3.3 and 4.3.5, we will also find it necessary to find
a method which is not just uniform, but also, in a suitable sense, effective.
To obtain our desired assignment of fundamental sequences, we will first
obtain an appropriate system of ordinal notations from the infinite-time analogues
of Kleene’s O.
Definition 4.1.3. Kleene’s O is the subset of N coding the least transitive binary
relation <O on N with the following properties:
1. 1 <O 2.
2. If n ∈ field (<O ), then 2n ∈ field (<O ).
3. For every p ∈ N: if ft-ϕp is total and ft-ϕp (n) <O ft-ϕp (n + 1) for all n ∈ N,
then for every n ∈ N, ft-ϕp (n) <O 3 · 5p .
♦
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This classical definition generalizes easily to the following:
Definition 4.1.4. Let F = { Fp p ∈ N } be a family of functions.
Then OF , the analogue of Kleene’s O for F, is the subset of N coding the least
transitive binary relation <OF on N with the following properties:
1. 1 <OF 2.
2. If n ∈ field (<OF ), then 2n ∈ field (<OF ).
3. For every p ∈ N: if N ⊆ dom (Fp ), Fp [N] ⊆ N, and Fp (n) <OF Fp (n + 1) for
all n ∈ N, then for every n ∈ N, Fp (n) <OF 3 · 5p .
♦
Note. In this notation, Kleene’s O corresponds to the case where our family F is
the set of all finite-time computable functions.

4

In addition to the classical definition of Kleene’s O, we will be chiefly interested
in two of its analogues from the setting of infinite-time Turing machines, as initially
studied by Klev in [Kle07]:
Definition 4.1.5. In the sequel, O+ will denote the analogue of Kleene’s O for the
infinite-time computable functions, and similarly, O++ shall denote the analogue
of Kleene’s O for the infinite-time eventually computable functions.

♦

The next definition indicates how a notation for an ordinal α arises from an
analogue of Kleene’s O.
Definition 4.1.6. Let F = { Fp p ∈ N } be a family of functions.
We say that n ∈ field (<OF ) is an OF -notation for the ordinal α if the collection
{ k ∈ field (<OF ) k <OF n } of <OF -predecessors of n is well-ordered by <OF with
order type α.
Under these circumstances, we write |n|OF = α.

♦

The following theorem shows that O, O+ , and O++ are a rich source of ordinal
notations.
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Theorem 4.1.7 (Kleene, Hamkins and Lewis, Klev). For easy reference, we collect the
following important facts about O, O+ , and O++ , as well as some associated ordinals:
1. O ( O+ ( O++ .
2. ωCK
< λ < ζ.
1
3. The relations <O , <O+ , and <O++ are rooted trees of height ωCK
1 , λ, and ζ, respectively. Consequently:
(a) All ordinals α < ωCK
(respectively, α < λ, α < ζ) receive O-notations
1
(respectively, O+ -notations, O++ -notations).
(respectively, λ, ζ) is the least ordinal to not receive an O-notation
(b) ωCK
1
(respectively, O+ -notation, O++ -notation).
4. Let F = { Fp p ∈ N } be the family of finite-time computable, infinite-time computable, or infinite-time eventually computable functions. The following statements
hold for all ordinals α which receive OF -notations:
(a) α = 0 receives the unique OF -notation 1 (the root of the tree <OF ).
(b) Successor ordinals α = α 0 + 1 receive OF -notations of the form 2k , where k is
any OF -notation of α 0 .
(c) Finally, if δ is a limit ordinal, it receives OF -notations of the form 3 · 5p , where
|Fp (n)|OF n < ω is a fundamental sequence for δ.

4.2

Systems of Ordinal Notations up to ωCK
1 , λ, and ζ

In this section, we build up our desired system of ordinal notations “in layers” up
to heights ωCK
1 , λ, and finally ζ.
While Theorem 4.1.7 indicates that O, O+ , and O++ provide notations for all
ordinals up to ωCK
1 , λ, and ζ, there is a fly in the ointment: as Klev explains in
[Kle07], only the finite ordinals receive unique notations. Consequently, we must
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give some sort of uniform procedure for singling out unique notations for the
infinite ordinals; this is precisely what the following definition accomplishes.
Definition 4.2.1. The systems of Q-notations, Q+ -notations, and Q++ -notations are
defined as follows:
1. For every α < ωCK
1 , the Q-notation for α is given by
qα = the least O-notation for α.
For q = qα , we also write |q|O = α, while if there is no α for which q = qα ,
then |q|O is undefined.
2. For every α < λ, the Q+ -notation for α is given by

q α
if α < ωCK
1
q+
=
α
the least O+ -notation for α if ωCK 6 α < λ.
1

+
For q = q+
α , we also write |q|O+ = α, while if there is no α for which q = qα ,

then |q|O+ is undefined.
3. For every α < ζ, the Q++ -notation for α is given by

q +
if α < λ
α
++
qα =
the least O++ -notation for α if λ 6 α < ζ..
For q = q++
α , we also write |q|O++ = α, while if there is no α for which
q = q++
α , then |q|O++ is undefined.
♦
We will demonstrate the effectiveness of the assignment of Q- and Q+ -notations
in Theorem 4.2.6. Towards that goal, we state the following result from Hamkins
and Lewis’ [HL00], which can be proven via an elegant “double count-through”
argument.
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Theorem 4.2.2 (Hamkins and Lewis). “x and y code isomorphic well-orderings on N”
is infinite-time decidable.
In addition, Klev established (in [Kle07]) that the relations <O and <O+ are
suitably effective for our purposes:
Theorem 4.2.3 (Klev). The real number codes for the relations <O and <O+ are writable
and eventually writable, respectively.
In a similar vein, the predicates “n ∈ field (<O )” and “n ∈ field (<O+ )” are
infinite-time decidable and infinite-time eventually decidable, respectively.
The following technical lemma, concerning the rest function from Definition
1.1.5, will also be of use to us.
Lemma 4.2.4 (Hamkins and Lewis). The rest function is infinite-time computable.
Before we can finally provide the proof of Theorem 4.2.6, we first formulate
some auxiliary functions. Roughly speaking, given an arbitrary n ∈ O (respectively, n ∈ O+ , n ∈ O++ ), they return its corresponding Q-notation (respectively,
Q+ -notation, Q++ -notation).
Definition 4.2.5. Let qno : N → N, qno+ : N → N, and qno++ : N → N be defined
as follows:
1. For every n ∈ N,
qno (n) =


q|n|

if n has a Q-notation

undefined

if n does not have a Q-notation.


q|n|

if n has a Q+ -notation

undefined

if n does not have a Q+ -notation.

O

2. For every n ∈ N,
+

qno (n) =

O+
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3. For every n ∈ N,
qno++ (n) =


q|n|

if n has a Q++ -notation

undefined

if n does not have a Q++ -notation.

O++

♦
We have now covered enough preliminaries to prove Theorem 4.2.6.
Theorem 4.2.6. The Q-notations and Q+ -notations, as well as the associated functions
qno and qno+ , are effective in the following sense:
1. qno is infinite-time computable, and the predicate “n is a Q-notation” is partially
infinite-time decidable.
2. qno+ is infinite-time eventually computable, and the predicate “n is a Q+ -notation”
is partially infinite-time eventually decidable.
Proof. Let R(x, y) be the predicate “x and y code isomorphic well-orderings on N.”
By Theorem 4.2.3, there exists an index p of an ITTM program which, upon
being given blank input, returns the code for <O and then halts; fix such a p. Then
for every n ∈ N,


µo (o ∈ field (<O ) and |n| = |o| ) if n ∈ field (<O )
O
O
qno (n) =
undefined
if n 6∈ field (<O )


µo (o ∈ field (<O ) and



=
R (rest (ϕp (0), n) , rest (ϕp (0), o))) if n ∈ field (<O )



undefined
if n 6∈ field (<O ).

Then by Theorems 2.1.1 and 2.1.4, as well as the infinite-time decidability of
R(x, y) and field (<O ), qno is infinite-time computable.
To see that the Q-notations are partially infinite-time decidable, simply note
that
n is a Q-notation ⇔ n = qno (n) ,
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and that the right-hand predicate is partially infinite-time decidable.
The same argument works for establishing the eventual computability of qno+
and the partial eventual decidability of the Q+ -notations. We restrict our attention
to proving the former, as the latter is no harder than before: we simply use qno+
instead of qno.
Theorem 4.2.3 permits us to fix an index p of an ITTM program which, starting
from blank input, stabilizes to the code for <O+ . Then for every n ∈ N,


qno (n)
if n ∈ field (<O )





µo (o ∈ field (<O+ ) and |n| + = |o| + ) if n ∈ field (<O+ ) and
O
O
+
qno (n) =


n∈
/ field (<O )





undefined
if n 6∈ field (<O+ )


qno (n)
if n ∈ field (<O )





µo (o ∈ field (<O+ ) and
if n ∈ field (<O+ ) and
=




R rest ϕep (0), n , rest ϕep (0), o )
n∈
/ field (<O )





undefined
if n 6∈ field (<O+ ).
Then by Theorems 2.1.1 and 2.1.4, the infinite-time eventual decidability of
R(x, y), field (<O ), and field (<O+ ), as well as the part of the theorem we have
already proven, we have that qno+ is infinite-time eventually computable.

4.3

The Fast-Growing Hierarchy Induced by the Q++Notations

Now that we have derived a system of notations for all ordinals below ζ, we can
easily obtain a fundamental sequence for limit ordinals δ < ζ:
Definition 4.3.1. For the remainder of the chapter, we fix the following assignment
of fundamental sequences to all limit ordinals δ < ζ: for any such δ with the Q++ notation 3 · 5p , let
δ[n] = ϕep (n).
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♦
Remark. That hϕep (n) n < ωi is in fact a fundamental sequence for δ is a conse4

quence of Theorem 4.1.7.

Note. Due to the way in which the Q-notations, Q+ -notations, and Q++ -notations
were defined, the following are true:
p
1. If δ < ωCK
1 has the Q-notation 3 · 5 , then for every n ∈ N,

qδ[n] = qno (ft-ϕp (n)) = qno (ϕp (n)) ,
as our indexing for finite-time and infinite-time Turing machine programs
coincide.
2. If δ < λ has the Q+ -notation 3 · 5p , then for every n ∈ N,
qδ[n] = qno+ (ϕp (n)) .
3. If δ < ζ has the Q++ -notation 3 · 5p , then for every n ∈ N,

qδ[n] = qno++ ϕep (n) .
4
The following lemma gives us the means of simulating fα (n) via a type 0
function.
Lemma 4.3.2. Let f : N2 → N be defined as follows: for every q ∈ N and n ∈ N, if
q = qα for some (necessarily unique) α, then f(q, n) = fα (n); otherwise, f(q, n) is
undefined.
In addition, define g : N3 → N via the following primitive recursion:
g(k, n, 0) = n
g(k, n, i + 1) ' f (k, g(k, n, i)) .
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Then f and g are uniquely determined by the following recursion equations:


n+1
if q = 1





g(k, n, n)
if q is a Q-notation and q = 2k
f(q, n) =


f (qno (ϕp (n)) , n) if q is a Q-notation and q = 3 · 5p





undefined
otherwise,
g(k, n, 0) = n
g(k, n, i + 1) ' f (k, g(k, n, i))
Proof. Let us first observe/recall the following facts about Q-notations:
1. The Q-notation for 0 is 1. That is, q0 = 1.
2. If 2k is the Q-notation for α + 1, then the Q-notation for α is k.
3. If δ is a limit ordinal with Q-notation 3 · 5p , then for every n ∈ N, qδ[n] =
qno (ϕp (n)) (as we noted after Definition 4.3.1).
Keeping these facts in mind, we need only verify that the advertised recursion
for f holds. To this end, we break up our argument up into cases based on the
form of q:
1. If q = 1, then q = q0 . Hence, for every for n ∈ N,
f(q, n) = f(q0 , n)
= f0 (n)
= n + 1,
in agreement with the first clause of the recursion.
2. Suppose now that q is a Q-notation and q = 2k . Then q = qα+1 for a unique
ordinal α + 1, and thus k = qα .
Let us first prove that for an arbitrary but fixed n ∈ N, we have that for every
i 6 n, g(k, n, i) = fiα (n). We proceed by finite induction on i 6 n:
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(a) For i = 0, simply observe that g(k, n, 0) = n = f0α (n).
(b) Assume that for a fixed i < n, g(k, n, i) = fiα (n). Then we have the
following:
g(k, n, i + 1) = f(k, g(k, n, i))
= f (qα , g(k, n, i))
= fα (g(k, n, i))

= fα fiα (n)
= fi+1
α (n).
With this settled, we note that for every n ∈ N,
f(q, n) = f(qα+1 , n)
= fα+1 (n)
= fn
α (n)
= g(k, n, n),
in agreement with the second clause of the recursion.
3. Next, assume that q is a Q-notation and q = 3 · 5p , so that q = qδ for some
limit ordinal δ. Then for every n ∈ N,
f(q, n) = f (qδ , n)
= fδ (n)
= fδ[n] (n)

= f qδ[n] , n
= f (qno (ϕp (n)) , n) ,
in agreement with the third clause of the recursion.
4. If neither of the three cases above hold, then it is not the case that q = qα for
some α. Consequently, f(q, n) is undefined, in agreement with the fourth
clause of the recursion.
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With this lemma established, we can at last demonstrate the infinite-time
effectiveness of our fast-growing hierarchy up to level ωCK
1 .
Theorem 4.3.3. For every α < ωCK
1 , fα is infinite-time computable.
As an immediate consequence of the preceding theorem, as well as Theorem
3.2.2 (our core result from Chapter 3), we can show that Σ∞ eventually dominates
a sizable portion of our fast-growing hierarchy.
∗
Corollary 4.3.4. For every α < ωCK
1 , Σ∞ (n) > fα (n).

Proof of Theorem 4.3.3. It suffices to show that the functions f and g described in
the statement of Lemma 4.3.2 are infinite-time computable, as for a fixed α, we
would then have that fα = f(qα , ·) is infinite-time computable.
First, observe that the function g 0 : N4 → N given by the following primitive
recursion is evidently infinite-time computable via Theorems 2.1.1 and 2.1.3, as
well as the infinite-time computability of the relevant universal function:
g 0 (e, k, n, 0) = n
g 0 (e, k, n, i + 1) = ϕ(N
e

2 ,N)

(k, g 0 (e, k, n, i)).

Moreover, the infinite-time computability of the function f 0 : N3 → N given
below follows directly from the partial infinite-time decidability of the predicate “o
is a Q-notation” (see Theorem 4.2.6), the infinite-time computability of the relevant
universal functions, and finally Theorems 2.1.1 and 2.1.3.



n+1
if q = 1






g 0 (e, k, n, n)
if q is a Q-notation and q = 2k



2
f 0 (e, q, n) ' ϕe(N ,N) (qno (ϕp (n)) , n) if q is a Q-notation and





q = 3 · 5p





undefined
otherwise.
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(N2 ,N)

Lemma 2.1.2 assures the existence of an index e such that ϕe
(N2 ,N)

Fixing such an e and taking f = ϕe

= f 0 (e, ·, ·).

and g = g 0 (e, ·, ·, ·) gives us infinite-time

computable functions that satisfy the recursion equations detailed in the statement
of Lemma 4.3.2, as a quick verification reveals.
The following theorem is in obvious analogy with Theorem 4.3.3.
Theorem 4.3.5. For every α < λ, fα is infinite-time eventually computable.
Proof. The argument is entirely analogous to that employed in proving Theorem
4.3.3: the statement and proof of Lemma 4.3.2 and Theorem 4.3.3 carry through
mutatis mutandis.
The preceding theorem and Theorem 3.2.2 show that Σe∞ eventually dominates
an even larger portion of our fast-growing hierarchy.
Corollary 4.3.6. For every α < λ, Σe∞ (n) >∗ fα (n).
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Chapter 5
Two Variants of Self-Modifying
Infinite-Time Turing Machines
In this chapter, we investigate self-modification for infinite-time Turing machines.
As a warm-up, we formulate, in Definition 5.1.1, a natural notion of Self-Modifying
Infinite-Time Turing Machine (SMITTM) which can modify its own instruction
list, and demonstrate that a natural family of these so-called “Class I SMITTMs” in
fact compute (and eventually compute) precisely the same functions as do ITTMs
(see Theorem 5.1.2).
In Section 5.2, we then define, via Definition 5.2.3, the collection of “Class ILT
SMITTMs,” which are not just capable of modifying their own instruction lists,
but can also (1) dynamically alter their limit convention, as well as (2) mount and
unmount new tapes mid-computation. In other words, Class ILT SMITTMs can
alter every aspect of their underlying hardware. Surprisingly, even this model of
infinitary computation admits an important and natural collection of machines
which compute (and eventually compute) precisely the same functions as the
original ITTM model (see Theorem 5.2.4). We finally devote Section 5.3 to the
development of the basic theory of the Class ILT model; among other things, we
formulate and prove analogues of the sm
n and universal theorems.
In a sense, this chapter is dual to Chapter 3: in that chapter, we placed a
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resource restriction on our ITTMs (namely their number of states), and saw, via
Σ∞ and Σe∞ , that even with such a restriction in place, the infinite-time computable
and eventually functions can still be quite “powerful” (in the sense of their growth
rates and infinite-time degree). This chapter, on the other hand, shows that adding
certain reasonable types of hardware to our ITTMs does not result in any additional
power.

5.1

Self-Modification of Instructions

We start by defining our first Self-Modifying Infinite-Time Turing Machine model.
Definition 5.1.1. Let n > 3, and fix a finite-time effective Gödel numbering of
(n + 1)-tape ITTM instructions. A Class I Self-Modifying Infinite-Time Turing
Machine (or Class I SMITTM) M consists of the following hardware (see Figure
5.1 on page 60 for an illustration):
• n data tapes (numbered 0 through n − 1), which are physically identical to
the tapes from the standard ITTM model. As with the standard model, two
tapes are predesignated to receive input and return output; for definiteness,
tapes 1 and 2 will handle input and output, respectively.
• A special instruction tape (numbered n), which, while also physically identical to the standard tapes, additionally subsumes the standard ITTM model’s
instructions and states. More precisely, a 1 on cell i of this tape indicates
the presence of the (n + 1)-tape ITTM instruction with code i, while a 0 on
cell i denotes the absence thereof. (Informally, we could describe the former
situation by saying that M has instruction i “loaded in its memory.”)
• A one-cell-wide head for reading and writing to both types of tapes simultaneously.
At the beginning of the computation, M is preloaded with a set of initial
commands on its instruction tape and receives input to its specially designated
data tape. In addition, M starts in state 0.
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For successor stages of computation, M must account for the fact it may not
have exactly one relevant instruction loaded in its memory. (By a “relevant
instruction,” we mean one whose prefix matches the current state of M, as well as
what bits its tape head is currently reading.)
1. If M has exactly one relevant instruction loaded, it simply executes that one.
2. On the other hand, if M has more than one relevant instruction loaded, it
“breaks the tie” by executing the one whose Gödel number is smallest.
3. Finally, if M has no relevant instructions loaded, it halts.
At limit stages, M behaves in a similar fashion to a standard ITTM:
1. Both the data type and instruction tape cells assume the lim sup of their
preceding values.
2. The tape head moves to the left-hand side of the tapes.
3. The current state will be changed to the LIMIT state.
♦
Note. Class I SMITTMs perform self-modification by writing a 0 or a 1 to their
instruction tapes; doing the former removes an instruction from memory, while
4

the latter loads one.

Remark. Notice how this model of computation is reminiscent of the Modified
Harvard computer architecture: while the data and instructions are located in
different portions of memory, both can be freely read and written to in tandem
4

(see [GCC04] for more details).

Let us first notice that there are surely functions which are Class-I-SMITTMcomputable but not ITTM computable: indeed, given any function f : N → N, we
can “hard code” a lookup table for that function onto a Class I SMITTM instruction
tape.
The following theorem shows that if we restrict our attention to “reasonable”
instruction tapes, this state of affairs cannot occur.
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DATA0
DATA1
DATA2
INSTRUCTION

0
1
1
0

0
1
0
0

1
1
1
1

0
1
0
1

0
0
1
1

0
1
0
0

1
0
1
1

1
1
0
0

···
···
···
···

Figure 5.1: A Class I SMITTM with 3 data tapes. Here, the machine has just written a 1
to cell 2 of its instruction tape, thus loading the instruction with code 2 to its
memory.

Theorem 5.1.2. Let n > 3.
There exists a primitive recursive function g : N → N such that if f : X → Y is
computable via the Class I SMITTM with n data tapes and an instruction tape which is
preloaded with an ITTM-writable real ϕe (0), then in fact f is computable via a standard
3-tape ITTM with index g(e).
The same is true with “eventually computable” in place of “computable.” (In fact, the
same g can be used in this case.)
To prove this theorem, it will be helpful to introduce the following alternate
method of encoding natural numbers and finite sequences thereof; we will see
that using this encoding over the standard unary representation will allow us to
forego “garbage removal’ at a key step.
Definition 5.1.3. Let n ∈ N. The bit-flipped unary representation of n is the
finite string |0 ·{z
· · 0} .
n+1 items

#» = hn , . . . , n
In a similar vein, if n
0
k−1 i is a nonempty finite sequence of natural
#» is the finite string
numbers, the bit-flipped unary representation of n
0| ·{z
· · 0} 1 |0 ·{z
· · 0} 1 · · · 1
n0 +1 items

n1 +1 items

· · 0}
|0 ·{z

.

nk−1 +1 items

♦
Example 5.1.4. 000 is the bit-flipped unary representation of 2, while h3, 0, 5i has bitflipped unary representation 0000101000000.
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With this defined, we can now prove the theorem.
Proof of Theorem 5.1.2. Let n > 3.
We will proceed by developing a (n + 10)-tape ITTM algorithm which, upon
being given (e, x) ∈ N × X as input, computes (or eventually computes) the same
output as would the Class I SMITTM with n data tapes which has ϕe (0) preloaded
to its instruction tape. Our construction incorporates a universal ITTM operating
on three designated tapes among our n + 10 tapes.
The following tapes will be employed: (Here, “L” is for “loader,” and “V” is
for “virtual.”)
• A predesignated INPUT tape for receiving the input (e, x) ∈ N × X.
• LINPUT , LOUT PUT , and LSCRAT CH will write (“load”) ϕe (0).
• VST AT E maintains (in bit-flipped unary) a virtual representation of the
current state.
• A INST RUCT IONCOUNT ER which stores (in bit-flipped unary) a code for
the instruction which is currently being considered.
• VPREFIX and VSUFFIX maintain (in bit-flipped unary) codes for the instruction prefix and suffix which is currently being considered.
• A SEARCH tape to which navigational markers can be written.
• VINST RUCT IONS is a virtual copy of the instruction tape.
• An array of n virtual data tapes: VDAT A0 , VDAT A1 , . . ., VDAT An−1 . By
convention, VDAT A0 and VDAT A1 will house the (virtual) input and output, respectively.
The algorithm proceeds as follows:
1. The INPUT tape is preloaded with the input (e, x) ∈ N × X.
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2. In ω many steps, we fill our VST AT E, VPREFIX, VSUFFIX, SEARCH, and
INST RUCT IONCOUNT ER tapes with 1s.
3. We now copy e and x to LINPUT and the VDAT A0 tape, respectively.
4. The L tapes use a universal ITTM to compute ϕe (0). If and when this computation is finished, we copy the contents of LOUT PUT to VINST RUCT IONS.
5. Write out a bit-flipped unary representation for the initial VST AT E.
6. For the remainder of the run-time, we repeatedly simulate a single Class I
SMITTM step using a finite number of ITTM steps:
(a) In finitely many steps, set the INST RUCT IONCOUNT ER’s contents to
0 (in bit-flipped unary). For convenience, we let n be the contents of the
INST RUCT IONCOUNT ER.
(b) In finite time, decode n and write out bit-flipped unary representations
of its prefix and suffix to VPREFIX and VSUFFIX, respectively.
(c) Check (in finitely many steps) if instruction n is loaded (by consulting
the VINST RUCT IONS tape) and if the current prefix bits and VST AT E
match the corresponding contents of VPREFIX.
i. If so, we...
A. write the bits indicated by the VSUFFIX to the VDAT Ai tapes
and VINST RUCT IONS tape,
B. clear and then update the VST AT E (halting if necessary),
C. mark the new location for the tape head on the SEARCH tape
with a 0 marker,
D. clear the VPREFIX and VSUFFIX,
E. move the tape head to the 0 marker on the SEARCH tape and
replace it with a 1, and
F. go to step 6a.
ii. Otherwise, we...
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A. clear the VPREFIX and VSUFFIX,
B. increment n, and
C. return to step 6b.
7. At limit stages, there is no need for garbage removal, as VST AT E, VPREFIX,
VSUFFIX, INST RUCT IONCOUNT ER, and SEARCH will always contain an
all-1s configuration, except for when we failed to find a relevant instruction
to execute in a previous successor step; in this case, there will be a telltale 0
on the INST RUCT IONCOUNT ER. If we detect this, we simply halt.
By Theorem 2.2.1 (respectively, Theorem 2.2.2), there exists a 3-tape ITTM
computable (respectively, eventually computable) function f : N × X → Y which
carries out the algorithm above. We can then obtain the desired primitive recursive
m
g : N → N by applying the sm
n Theorem to f. (Note that the sn Theorem yields the

same function g for both computable and eventually computable functions.)
Note. If we were so inclined, we could use the preceding theorem to formulate
an effective enumeration of “reasonable” Class-I-SMITTM-computable functions,
and then from there develop the corresponding sm
n and universal theorems, as
well as other crucial aspects of the basic theory. However, the arguments would
be entirely analogous to those we will perform for the corresponding results for
4

Class ILT SMITTMs in Section 5.3.

5.2

Passing from Class I to Class ILT SMITTMs

Our next order of business will be define the Class ILT SMITTMs, which will
be able to dynamically modify (1) their instruction list, (2) the underlying limit
convention, and (3) which tapes are mounted and unmounted.
To this end, we will first need to give a precise formulation for the instructions
such machines will process.
Definition 5.2.1. An ω-tape instruction for ITTMs consists of a finite prefix and
suffix. The prefix contains exactly one of each of the following types of strings:
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• A finite sequence of symbols of the form IbDi0 ai0 Di1 ai1 · · · Dik−1 aik−1 , where
i0 , i2 , . . ., ik−1 is a finite increasing sequence of natural numbers, b ∈ {0, 1},
and aim ∈ {0, 1} for every 0 6 m 6 k − 1.
• Exactly one of the following two types of substrings:
– Si , where i ∈ N.
– LIMIT .
On the other hand, the suffix contains exactly one of each of the following
types of strings:
• A finite sequence of symbols of the form IbDi0 ai0 Di1 ai1 · · · Dik−1 aik−1 , where
i0 , i2 , . . ., ik−1 is a finite increasing sequence of natural numbers, b ∈ {0, 1},
and aim ∈ {0, 1} for every 0 6 m 6 k − 1.
• Exactly one of the substrings LS or LI.
• A substring UNMOUNT i MOUNT j, where i, j > 2.
(Note that for the sake of uniformity in our notation, we DO allow i = j; an
instruction with this kind of substring in its prefix effectively mounts and
unmounts no tapes. In addition, note that we have explicitly disallowed
the values 0 and 1 for i and j. this is to prevent unmounting the input and
output tapes.)
• Exactly one of the substrings L or R.
• Exactly one of the following two types of substrings:
– Si , where i ∈ N.
– HALT .
♦
Example 5.2.2. The following are two examples of valid ω-tape ITTM instructions:
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1. I1 D1 0 D2 1 S3 → I0 D3 1 D5 0 LS UNMOUNT 10 MOUNT 5 L HALT . This
instruction should be interpreted as follows:
“If we are...
(a) reading a 1 on the instruction tape,
(b) reading a 0 and 1 on data tapes 1 and 2 (respectively), and
(c) currently in state 3,
then...
(a) write a 0 to the instruction tape,
(b) write a 1 and 0 on data tapes 3 and 5 respectively,
(c) switch to the lim sup convention,
(d) unmount data tape 10,
(e) mount data tape 5,
(f) move the tape head to the left, and
(g) halt the computation.”
2. I1 D1 0 D2 1 D4 1 LIMIT → I1 D3 1 D5 0 LI UNMOUNT 2 MOUNT 2 R S9 ,
which is interpreted thusly:
“If we are...
(a) reading a 1 on the instruction tape,
(b) reading a 0, 1, and 1 on data tapes 1, 2, and 4 (respectively), and
(c) currently in the LIMIT state,
then...
(a) write a 1 to the instruction tape,
(b) write a 1 and 0 on data tapes 3 and 5 respectively,
(c) switch to the lim inf convention,
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(d) move the tape head to the right, and
(e) transition to state 9.”
(Note that no tape is mounted nor unmounted.)
We can now formally define the Class ILT SMITTMs.
Definition 5.2.3. Fix a finite-time effective Gödel numbering of ω-tape instructions
for ITTMs. A Class ILT Self-Modifying Infinite-Time Turing Machine (or Class
ILT SMITTM) M consists of the following hardware (see Figure 5.2 on 68 for an
illustration):
• Countably many data tapes, which are physically identical to the tapes
from the standard ITTM model, and canonically labeled as DAT A0 , DAT A1 ,
DAT A2 , . . .. As with the standard model, two tapes are predesignated to
receive input and return output; for uniformity in notation, these will be
DAT A0 and DAT A1 , respectively.
• A special instruction tape, which functions similarly to the instruction tape
of a Class I SMITTM. More precisely, a 1 on cell i of this tape indicates the
presence of the ω-tape ITTM instruction with code i, while a 0 on cell i
denotes the absence thereof.
• A one-cell-wide head for reading and writing to both types of tapes simultaneously. The tape head will only be able to read and write from tapes which
are currently mounted.
At the beginning of the computation, M is preloaded with a set of initial
commands on its instruction tape, and only three data tapes (DAT A0 , DAT A1 ,
and DAT A2 ) are initially mounted. In addition, the initial input is passed to the
input tape of M, and M starts in state 0.
For successor stages of computation, M acts like a Class I ITTM, save that
any instruction which references an unmounted tape in its prefix and/or suffix is
deemed irrelevant:
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1. If M has exactly one relevant instruction loaded, it simply executes that one.
2. On the other hand, if M has more than one relevant instruction loaded, it
“breaks the tie” by executing the one whose Gödel number is smallest.
3. Finally, if M has no relevant instructions loaded, it halts.
At limit stages, M behaves as follows:
1. The data and instruction tape cells are updated in one of two possible ways:
(a) If the suffix substring LS occurred unboundedly often in the instructions
which have been executed thus far, the tape cells assume the lim sup of
their preceding values.
(b) Otherwise, the tape cells assume the lim inf of their preceding values.
2. Any tapes which have been mounted unboundedly often stay mounted; all
other tapes are unmounted.
3. The tape head moves to the left-hand side of the tapes.
4. The current state is changed to the LIMIT state.
♦
We can now prove the analogue of Theorem 5.1.2 for Class ILT SMITTMs.
Theorem 5.2.4. Let n ∈ N.
There exists a primitive recursive function g : N → N such that if f : X → Y is
computable via the Class ILT SMITTM with an instruction tape which is preloaded with
an ITTM-writable real ϕe (0), then in fact f is computable via a standard 3-tape ITTM
with index g(e).
The same is true with “eventually computable” in place of “computable.” (In fact, the
same choice of g can be used in this case.)
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Figure 5.2: A Class ILT SMITTM. Notice how the tape head is simultaneously superimposed over each of the countably many tapes. At this point in the computation,
the INST RUCT ION, DAT A0 , DAT A1 , and DAT A3 tapes are mounted, while
DAT A2 is not.

Proof. Let n > 3.
We have already seen how to handle the “I” in “Class ILT,” so we need only
address the “L” and “T.”
The “T” will be resolved via the standard technique of storing the contents of
countably many tapes on one tape by means of Gödel pairing (as done in [HL00]
and [Wel00b], among others).
As for the “L,” observe that the lim inf of a sequence in {0, 1} is simply the
complement of the lim sup of the complements; thus, we can simulate the lim inf
convention by performing a bit-flipped “shadow computation” in parallel with our
main computation, and then appealing to this shadow computation as necessary.
We will proceed by developing a 16-tape ITTM with FLAGs algorithm which,
upon being given (e, x) ∈ N × X as input, computes (or eventually computes) the
same output as would the Class ILT SMITTM whose instruction tape has been
preloaded with ϕe (0).
The following tapes will be employed: (Here, “L” is for “loader,” “V” is for
“virtual,” and “S” is for “shadow.”)
• A predesignated INPUT tape for receiving the input (e, x) ∈ N × X.
• LINPUT , LOUT PUT , and LSCRAT CH will write (“load”) ϕe (0).
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• VST AT E maintains (in bit-flipped unary) a virtual representation of the
current state.
• A INST RUCT IONCOUNT ER which stores (in bit-flipped unary) a code for
the instruction which is currently being considered.
• VPREFIX and VSUFFIX maintain (in bit-flipped unary) codes for the instruction prefix and suffix which is currently being considered.
• A SEARCH tape to which navigational markers can be written.
• VINST RUCT IONS contains a virtual copy of the instruction tape.
• S-VINST RUCT IONS contains a bit-flipped copy of the VINST RUCT IONS
tape.
• MOUNT ST AT US keeps track of which tapes are mounted and unmounted.
For example, a 1 in cell 4 would indicate that tape 4 is mounted.
• A VOUT PUT tape which will be used to store a virtual copy of the DAT A1
tape, and which will also serve as the predesignated tape for output.
• An S-VOUT PUT tape which stores a bit-flipped copy of the VOUT PUT tape.
• A VDAT A tape which, via a Gödel pairing, stores virtual copies of every
DAT Ai tape (for all i 6= 1).
• An S-VDAT A tape which stores a bit-flipped copy of the VDAT A tape.
In addition, we will use a LIMSUP flag to keep track of which limit convention
is currently in play.
The algorithm proceeds as follows:
1. The INPUT tape is preloaded with the input (e, x) ∈ N × X.
2. In ω many steps, we fill our VST AT E, VPREFIX, VSUFFIX, SEARCH, and
INST RUCT IONCOUNT ER tapes with 1s, and write 1s to cells 0, 1, and 2 of
our MOUNT ST AT US tape.
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3. We now copy e and x to LINPUT and the 0th slice of the VDAT A tape,
respectively.
4. The L tapes use a universal ITTM to compute ϕe (0). If and when this computation is finished, we copy the contents of LOUT PUT to VINST RUCT IONS.
5. Write out a bit-flipped unary representation for the initial VST AT E.
6. For the remainder of the run-time, we repeatedly simulate a single Class ILT
SMITTM step using a finite number of ITTM steps:
(a) In finitely many steps, set the INST RUCT IONCOUNT ER’s contents to
0 (in bit-flipped unary). For convenience, we let n be the contents of the
INST RUCT IONCOUNT ER.
(b) In finite time, decode n and write out bit-flipped unary representations
of its prefix and suffix to VPREFIX and VSUFFIX, respectively.
(c) Check (in finitely many steps) if instruction n is loaded (by consulting
the VINST RUCT IONS tape) and if the current prefix bits and VST AT E
match the corresponding contents of VPREFIX.
i. If so, we...
A. write the bits dictated by the VSUFFIX to the VINST RUCT ION
and VOUT PUT tapes, as well as the appropriate slices of the
VDAT A tape; we simultaneously write their complements to
the corresponding shadow tapes.
B. clear and then update the VST AT E (halting if necessary),
C. turn the LIMSUP flag ON or OFF (as according to whether or
not a code for LS appears in the VSUFFIX),
D. write to the appropriate portions of the MOUNT ST AT US tape,
E. mark the new location for the tape head on the SEARCH tape
with a 0 marker,
F. clear the VPREFIX and VSUFFIX,
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G. move the tape head to the 0 marker on the SEARCH tape and
replace it with a 1, and
H. go to step 6a.
ii. Otherwise, we...
A. clear the VPREFIX and VSUFFIX,
B. increment n,
C. and return to step 6b.
7. At limit stages, there is no need for garbage removal, as VST AT E, VPREFIX,
VSUFFIX, INST RUCT IONCOUNT ER, and SEARCH will always contain an
all-1s configuration, except for when we failed to find a relevant instruction
to execute in a previous successor step: in this case, there will be a telltale 0
on the INST RUCT IONCOUNT ER. If we detect this, we immediately halt.
That said, we still need to carry out the prescribed limit convention:
(a) If the LIMSUP flag is ON, we shall copy, in ω many steps, the bitflipped contents of the VINST RUCT IONS, VOUT PUT , and VDAT A
tapes to the corresponding shadow tapes.
(b) On the other hand, if the LIMSUP flag is OFF, we instead copy, in
ω many steps, the bit-flipped contents of the S-VINST RUCT IONS,
S-VOUT PUT , and S-VDAT A tapes to the corresponding virtual tapes.
(Thus taking the lim inf.)
By Theorems 2.2.1 (respectively, Theorem 2.2.2), there exists a 3-tape ITTM
computable (respectively, eventually computable) function f : N × X → Y which
carries out the algorithm above. We can then obtain the desired primitive recursive
m
g : N → N by applying the sm
n Theorem to f. (Note that the sn Theorem yields the

same function g for both computable and eventually computable functions.)
We now “work backwards” to obtain the following theorem.
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Theorem 5.2.5. There exists a primitive recursive h : N → N such that for every n ∈ N,
(X,Y)

the partial functions ϕn

e,(X,Y)

and ϕn

can be computed via the Class ILT SMITTM

with an instruction tape which has been preloaded with ϕh(n) (0) on its instruction tape.
Proof. To avoid getting caught up in minutia about how our instructions are coded,
we will describe a finite-time algorithm for obtaining a total computable h(n)
from n, and then sketch why h is in fact primitive recursive.
Given an index n for a 3-tape ITTM program, we can decode n in finitely many
steps and obtain codes a0 , a1 , . . ., ak−1 for its instructions. We can then uniformly
convert these codes to codes b0 , b1 , . . ., bk−1 for the instructions for an ω-tape
ITTM program which (1) act on data tapes 0-2 exactly as instructions a0 , a1 , . . .,
ak−1 do to tapes 0-2 of ITTM program n and (2) completely ignore the remaining
data tapes.
We next sort these new codes in ascending order, say c0 , c1 , . . ., ck−1 , and
then uniformly obtain an index n 0 for a 3-tape ITTM program with n non-halting,
non-limit states, which, while ignoring the contents of the INPUT and SCRAT CH
tapes, moves the tape head to cell array c0 and writes a 1 to the OUT PUT tape,
moves the tape head to cell array c1 and writes another 1 to the OUT PUT tape, . . .,
moves the tape head to cell array ck−1 and writes one last 1 to the OUT PUT tape,
and then HALT s.
By construction, the Class ILT SMITTM with ϕn 0 (0) preloaded to its instruction
(X,Y)

tape will compute ϕn

e,(X,Y)

and eventually compute ϕn

, and the uniformity

and effectiveness of our procedure above ensure, by the Church-Turing Thesis,
that h(n) := n 0 is a finite-time total computable function.
To see that h is primitive recursive, note first that the passage from a0 , a1 ,
. . ., ak−1 to b0 , b1 , . . ., bk−1 , as well as that from b0 , b1 , . . ., bk−1 to c0 , c1 , . . .,
ck−1 , is primitive recursive in character: in the case of the former, we are merely
“converting” codes for ITTM instructions to their analogous ω-tape instructions,
and as for the latter, sorting a finite list of integers is evidently a primitive recursive
operation. Finally, assembling the index n 0 from the codes c0 , c1 , . . ., ck−1 is a
primitive recursive operation, as n 0 is obtained by concatenating all of the relevant
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instructions into a program, and such concatenation is well-known to be primitive
recursive.

5.3

Developing the Theory for Class ILT SMITTMs

We now finish the chapter by formulating, for Class ILT SMITTM computations,
natural analogues for the classical results of both finite- and infinite-time Turing
machine computations.
Theorem 5.2.4 implicitly gives us an effective enumeration of “reasonable”
Class ILT SMITTMs, which we now state formally.
Definition 5.3.1. Fix a primitive recursive g : N → N as guaranteed by Theorem
5.2.4. For every n ∈ N and pair of product spaces X, Y, we set
(X,Y)

e,(X,Y)

ψ(X,Y)
= ϕg(n) and ψe,(X,Y)
= ϕg(n)
n
n

.
♦

Note. In this notation, Theorem 5.2.5 can be restated more concisely:
There exists a primitive recursive h : N → N such that for every
n ∈ N and pair of product spaces X, Y,
e,(X,Y)

(X,Y)

(X,Y)
ϕn
= ψh(n) and ϕe,(X,Y)
= ψh(n) .
n

4
Now that we have an effective means of switching between ϕ-codes and
ψ-codes, we can establish an sm
n Theorem.
Theorem 5.3.2 (sm
n Theorem for Class ILT SMITTMs). Let X be a type 0 product
space.

#» ∈ X,
Then there exists a primitive recursive s : N × X → N such that for every n

y ∈ Y, and p ∈ N,
#» y) ' ψ(Y,Z)#» (y) and ψe,(X×Y,Z) ( n,
#» y) ' ψe,(Y,Z)
ψ(X×Y,Z)
( n,
#» (y).
p
p
s(p, n)
s(p, n)
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Proof. Fix a primitive recursive function h : N → N as guaranteed by Theorem
#» ∈ X, y ∈ Y, and p ∈ N,
5.2.5. For an arbitrary n
#» y) ' ϕ(X×Y,Z) ( n,
#» y)
ψ(X×Y,Z)
( n,
p
g(p)
(Y,Z)

' ϕs 0 (g(p), n)
#» (y)
(Y,Z)

' ψh(s 0 (g(p), n))
#» (y),
(In the third step, we obtain the primitive recursive function s 0 : N × N → N by
invoking the sm
n theorem for ITTM-computable functions.)
Note further that by the sm
n theorem for ITTM-eventually computable functions,
the above sequence of equalities holds with ψe and ϕe in place of ψ and ϕ
(respectively), and via the same choice of s 0 .

#» :=
Thus, the primitive recursive function s : N × X → N given by s(p, n)
#» is as we desire.
h (s 0 (g(p), n))
A similar style of argument works just as well for demonstrating the existence
of the relevant universal machines.

Theorem 5.3.3 (Universal Machines for Class ILT SMITTMs). Let X, Y be product
spaces. Then the maps ψU,(X,Y) : N × X → Y and ψU,e,(X,Y) : N × X → Y which are
respectively given by
ψU,(X,Y) (n, x) ' ψ(X,Y)
(x) and ψU,e,(X,Y) (n, x) ' ψe,(X,Y)
(x)
n
n
are Class-ILT-SMITTM-computable and Class-ILT-SMITTM-eventually computable,
respectively.
Proof. Fix a primitive recursive function g : N → N as guaranteed by Theorem
5.2.4.
For an arbitrary n ∈ N, x ∈ X, and y ∈ Y,
ψU,(X,Y) (n, x) ' ψ(X,Y)
(x)
n
(X,Y)

' ϕg(n) (x)
' ϕU,(X,Y) (g(n), x).
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Now, simply observe that the final step is ITTM-computable (by the Universal
Machine Theorem for ITTM-computable functions), and hence Class-ILT-SMITTMcomputable (by Theorem 5.2.5).
A similar argument employing the Universal Machine Theorem for eventually computable ITTM functions establishes that ψU,e,(X,Y) is Class-ILT-SMITTMeventually computable.
We now classify the ordinals which are writable (or eventually writable) by
“reasonable” Class ILT SMITTMs. We first observe that, like their ITTM counterparts, such writable (or eventually writable) ordinals are closed downward:
Theorem 5.3.4 (No Gaps Theorem for Class ILT SMITTMs). If α < β and β is
writable (or eventually writable) via a Class ILT SMITTM with initial instruction tape an
ITTM-writable real, then so is α.
Proof. If a code for β, say x ∈ 2N , is writable by such a Class ILT SMITTM, then
by Theorem 5.2.4, there in fact exists an ITTM program with index p such that
ϕp (0) = x.
Let n 0 ∈ N be such that ≺x n 0 has order type α. Then Theorem 2.1.1 yields an
ITTM-computable function f : N → 2N which is given by f(n) := rest (ϕp (0), n 0 ).
Observe that f produces, from the trivial input n = 0, a code for α. By Theorem
5.2.5, f is computable via a Class ILT SMITTM whose instruction tape has been
preloaded with an ITTM-writable real. Thus, α enjoys the same writability as β.
A similar argument works just as well with β eventually writable: one simply
constructs f by instead composing rest with an ITTM-eventually computable
function which eventually writes a code for β.
With this result “in our quiver,” we can complete the our classification by
determining the relevant sumprema.
Theorem 5.3.5. λ (respectively, ζ) is the supremum of the ordinals which are writable
(respectively, eventually writable) by a Class ILT SMITTM whose instruction tape has
been preloaded with an ITTM-writable real.
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Proof. We will restrict our attention to the case of writable ordinals, as the argument for the eventual writable ordinals carries through mutatis mutandis.
Clearly, the desired supremum can be no greater than λ, as if we could write λ
using an appropriate Class ILT SMITTM, then by Theorem 5.2.4, we could in fact
write λ with an ITTM, which is known to be impossible (see [HL00]).
On the other hand, the supremum is at least λ, as by Theorem 5.2.5, every
ITTM-writable ordinal is writable by a Class ILT SMITTM with ITTM-writable
instruction tape.
Thus, the supremum must be exactly equal to λ.
Let us now observe that the Class ILT SMITTMs can be relativized to both
oracles z ∈ 2N and A ⊆ 2N in the obvious way. To finish off this chapter, we
showcase the natural relativizations of Theorems 5.2.4 and 5.2.5.
Theorem 5.3.6. Let z ∈ 2N and A ⊆ 2N .
There exists a primitive recursive function g : N → N such that, for every z ∈ 2N
(respectively, A ⊆ 2N ), if f : X → Y is computable via the Class ILT SMITTM with an
instruction tape which is preloaded with an ITTM-writable real ϕe (0) and an oracle z
(respectively, A), then in fact f is computable via a standard 3-tape ITTM with index g(e)
and an oracle z (respectively, A).
The same is true with “eventually computable” in place of “computable.” (In fact, the
same choice of g can be used in this case.)
Proof. The algorithm we outlined in the proof of Theorem 5.2.4 almost carries
through completely, save that we also need to maintain a shadow tape for the
ORACLE. In step 6c, we also need (in finite time) to read a bit from the ORACLE
tape, and for oracles A ⊆ 2N , we additionally need to assess if the current real on
the ORACLE lies in A and write a bit to the ORACLE tape. Now apply Theorem
2.3.3.
Theorem 5.3.7. Let z ∈ 2N and A ⊆ 2N .
There exists a primitive recursive h : N → N such that for every e ∈ N and z ∈ 2N
(respectively, A ⊆ 2N ), the partial function ϕze : X → Y (respectively, ϕA
e : X → Y) can
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be z-computed (respectively A-computed) via the Class ILT SMITTM with an instruction
tape which has been preloaded with ϕh(e) (0).
Proof. The same algorithm that we employed in proving Theorem 5.2.5 works
here, save that we now deal with codes of appropriate oracle instructions.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
6.1

Conclusions and Future Work Based on Chapter 3

In Chapter 3, we formulated analogues of Radó’s Σ busy beaver function for
the setting of infinite-time computability and eventual computability, namely Σ∞
and Σe∞ (respectively), and showed that both possess the same natural eventual
domination property as Σ. Moreover, we also showed that Σ∞ eventually dominates all sD-recursive functions f : N → N, and as a consequence thereof, all
Π11 -recursive functions f : N → N, as well as WeakRayo. Lastly, we showed that
the infinite-time degree of Graph (Σ∞ ) was 0O , and that that of Graph (Σe∞ ) was
ζ

either (1) equal to 0O or (2) not accidentally writable.
Based on these results, it would be interesting to determine precisely which
Σ-pointclasses Γ are such that Σ∞ eventually dominates all Γ -recursive functions
f : N → N. In a similar vein, we might consider defining analogues of WeakRayo
for certain fragments of second-order arithmetic, and then considering which such
analogues are eventually dominated by Σ∞ .
One more natural direction for future work would be to completely settle the
infinite-time degree of Graph (Σe∞ ), as either of the two possibilities we specified
ζ

are extremely interesting: because [Kle07] showed that 0O ≡∞ s, where s denotes
the so-called “lightface infinite-time stabilization program,” one would suspect
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ζ

that Graph (Σe∞ ) ≡∞ 0O , in analogy with our result that Graph (Σ∞ ) ≡∞ 0O . As
such, if the infinite-time degree of Graph (Σe∞ ) were not accidentally writable, so
ζ

that Graph (Σe∞ ) 6≡∞ 0O , we would have a curious deviation from the typical
parallel between halting and stabilizing infinite-time computations.

6.2

Conclusions and Future Work Based on Chapter 4

In Chapter 4, we constructed a fast-growing hierarchy hfα α < ζi, and arranged
things in such a way that fα is infinite-time computable (respectively, eventually
computable) for all α < ωCK
1 (respectively, α < λ); consequently, Σ∞ (respectively,
Σe∞ ) eventually dominates all the fα for α < ωCK
1 (respectively, α < λ).
As the relations <O , <O+ , and <O++ are rooted trees of height ωCK
1 , λ, and
ζ, respectively, it would be ideal if we could obtain a more “naturally effective”
version of our fast-growing hierarchy. More precisely, we would like to have fα
be finite-time computable, infinite-time computable, and infinite-time eventually
computable for α < ωCK
1 , α < λ, and α < ζ, respectively. The corresponding
eventual domination results for Σ, Σ∞ , and Σe∞ would surely make for a nice
parallel.
One further way that we could refine our fast-growing hierarchy would be
to find some “effective majorization” thereof: not only do we want each fα to be
appropriately computable, but we would also like to have, for all α < β < ζ, that
fβ (n) >∗ fα (n). Indeed, as Schmidt details in [Sch77], most previously defined
fast-growing hierarchies have this majorization property. Moreover, this property
would make the associated eventual domination results for Σ, Σ∞ , and Σe∞ all the
more impressive.
(It is also worth noting that in [Kle07], Klev showed that O, O+ , and O++ are
“computably isomorphic” to the finite-time halting problem, the lightface infinitetime halting problem, and the lightface infinite-time stabilization problem. As
such, there is a clear parallel between the future work we have proposed in this
section with that of the previous one.)
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6.3

Conclusions and Future Work Based on Chapter 5

In Chapter 5, we devised two variants of Self-Modifying Infinite-time Turing
Machines (SMITTMs), and showed that, provided one restricts their attention to
those SMITTMs whose instruction tapes have been preloaded with an infinitetime writable real, the SMITTMs and ITTMs compute (and eventually compute)
precisely the same functions; we also cultivated the basic theory thereof.
Recall that in the setting of classical computability, it is generally believed that
all reasonable models of finite-time computation will compute precisely the same
functions. On the other hand, as outlined in [DHK07], there are many incomparable models of infinite-time computation, and thus, one naturally wonders
which model is “best.” Our work here shows that the original ITTM model is
highly robust, and as such, suggests that it might furnish the “right” model of
infinite-time computation.
To test this claim, it would be natural to figure out ways to add self-modification
to other models of infinite-time computation, and then determine if their underlying computational power is preserved or compromised. In particular, carrying
out this study for Koepke’s Ordinal Turing Machines (OTMs) would, depending
on the outcome, affirm or dispute Carl’s claim in [Car13] that the OTM model is
in fact “right.”
Alternatively, we could consider ways to enhance the SMITTM models in yet
more “effectiveness-preserving” ways. More specifically, it would be easier to
design SMITTM programs if we could formulate an “SMITTM with ROM”; i.e., an
SMITTM which has two separate instruction lists, one of which can be modified
in a similar fashion as for the Class I and Class ILT models, and the other of which
would be “read-only.” (In a sense, such an SMITTM would have an immutable
“operating system.”)
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6.4

Another Avenue for Future Work

As we mentioned in Chapter 1, the µ operator is naturally thought of as being an
“unbounded search operator”: indeed, if a function g : N × X → Y is finite-time
computable, the natural algorithm for computing µn (g(n, x) = 0) would involve
systematically attempting to compute g(0, x), g(1, x), g(2, x), . . . until and unless
a witness n ∈ N is found such that g(n, x) = 0.
In the setting of infinite-time computability, however, “unbounded” is something of a misnomer: if a function g : N × X → Y is infinite-time computable,
we can undertake the same systemic computations g(0, x), g(1, x), g(2, x), . . . as
before, and, by flashing a special flag “on” and “off” whenever we transition to a
new such computation, we can recognize, at limit stages, if we have computed
g(n, x) for all n ∈ N. Under this condition, we can return a special output configuration (such as 1111 · · · ) to indicate that we computed g(n, x) for all n ∈ N and
failed to find a witness n ∈ N such that g(n, x) = 0.
The preceding suggests that we should consider a “smart” µ operator which
returns either (1) the witness n ∈ N (if one exists) or (2) a special output if g(n, x)
was defined for all n ∈ N, yet no witness was found; on the other hand, if g(n, x)
is undefined for some n ∈ N, the operator is undefined.
The infinite-time algorithm we sketched above shows that the infinite-time
computable functions are closed under this operator. It would be extremely useful
to have the analogous result for the infinite-time eventually computable functions
as well. Without going into details, a “smart” µ operator would establish that
the Q- and Q+ -notations from Chapter 4 are in fact infinite-time decidable and
eventually infinite-time decidable, respectively.
(It is also worth noting that Chapters 3 and 5 hint at the need for a “smart” µ
operator as well: there is a straightforward proof that Σ∞ (n) >∗ WeakRayo (n)
using a “smart” unbounded search through all the formulas of first-order arithmetic with one free variable, and our ITTM simulations of the Class I and ILT
SMITTMs conducts a kind of “smart” unbounded search when trying to determine
if there are any relevant instructions loaded.)
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